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And the mo8t stupendous
GAS WARFARETO CONTINUE,

vice wil.1 deter other peoples from carryin
aging it,
Indeed, no agreement among Nations will do this,
were not true then wars would be no more, 0ince every war is
With the results of this war before it,
any nation decidin
to go to war hereafter
will do so knowing th& *
it must win or be forever crushed,
That being the case, it will
nation

#, $4
,‘:

it

decides to make war upon is not prepared for gas,
Moreovsr, reasarclhss into poisonous gases cannot be suppressed.
Why? Because they can be carried on in out-of-the
c,allar rOQm8, where complete plans may be worked out

REASONFOR GERMANDECISION ‘TO USE GAS,
Reverting again to the attack at Ypres one natura
ders what Induced the German to start the use of gas,
simple,
His bloody repulse on the western front in the fall
Finding the road to Dunksrque,Calais
and Boulogne blockecjl by ‘,:‘/rl
the French and English,and
feeling
that he could not unblock it by any , i v

(3)

.

~~~ then in u8q
he cast about for something ne
could find such a wsapon and completely surp
he could still
win. the wm easily,
For years the German had beerl,the unchallenged master in the
No one else hnd any realization
of the great world
ut even at that time chemistry was common enou
smelled chlorine
and knew a whiff was
and that a few full
breaths meant death.
Before the war started chlorine wae manufactured and, used on
scale in chemical WQX”~G,for bleaching paper, arnd for a
one other uses. Even the’gold
industry took huge quantities ix3 it
reduction processes, while its value: in purifying
water
was known to every water wo&s engineer.
4

GERMANCHOICE OF GAS.

here that all gamss mzxst be liquefied
whan
enovq& transportation
could not possibly
to the front in the quantities
nsedboils about 33 degrwm below z ro it d8velops FonslderEL%ordinary temperatures.
For contszinsl-s the German uaad
cial chlorine (3y.Iindsr) about three feet long and holdweighing about 90 pounds.
5 pour1c~sof gas ] the fi’slec?. cylinder
cyli~~~~~~~ used by the Allies later heId about a third mire gas and
weI ghed wktcn full about 140 pounds *
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QRlNlElCYLINDERS@

man had > however, to add one new future to his cylinder.
escape through an ordinary outlet the expanding gas
OQI the empty portion in th.e top of the cylinder
ZLSto $10~
down ~tr~~~n~~~l~~~~y
the escape of the remainder of the gas. The arrange L
ment for ~~~~~~o~~~ing
thia is exceedingly simple but nevertheless
ingenious I It consists in so increasing
the length of the outlet tube
the inside that it reaches almost to the bottom of the cylinder.
L v;;zlve i8 opened the liquid chlorine
is forced from the hottom of “c;hecylinder
by a little
gas forming in the top erlnd thence into
the air Lhrau h a discharge pips extending over the parapet,
Tkm liquid turns to gas aEs 8oon as it escapes from the end of
the disch;lrgu pipe, where tha cooling affect8
only the autflide ailr and
not the cylinder
of chlorine,
as would be the ca8e if the outlet tube
(iid not reach to the ‘bottom of the cylinder.
These cloud gas cylinders
were heavy and unwieldy and hence
.
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(4)
it took time and a lot of effort
to get up to th.e front 1b-m the
The BoGhe used enough cylindsrE3
hundreds needed for a gas attack,
to allow approximately
one every ‘yard along the front of attack.
To protect them from observation
and consequently from shrapn61 and
high sxplosive he placed them in holes or short trenches under the
He then
parapet just far enough to keep the top below the surfaCeu
covered. them with two or three layers of sand bags.
their cylinders
at the very bottom of the trench under the firing
step on which the men stood when firing
with the rifle.
DIFFICULTIES IN PREPARINGCLOUDGAS ATTACKS,
This was a lot of labor and accordingly
a cloud ‘gas attack
took a great deal of time to preprzrel
JHoreover, since chlorine drifts
friend and
with ths wind and is no respecter
of persons, it will kill
The
operat,or
must
wait
until
the wind
foe alike when it reaches them.
blow% directly
toward the enemy and is neithsr
too strong nor too weak;
Too low a wind is dan
er hour is the bast.
three to four milee
as it indicates
inst bility
and possible reversal
so as to blow
gas back. The Germans had a disastrous
experienc
’
of -t;;his sort at
Rulluch,
Flanders,
in the spring of 916, when the change of the vvind
near the end of the attack blew the as back and caused 1100 casualToo great a wind carriea the a3 Ebv;ayfrom
ties amcng his own troops,
the cylinders
so rapidly
that a deadly concentration
cannot be
lt is thus evident that the first
attack a& Ypres
its success w
light
task even for the Boche, and accordingly
triumph for the scientilat,
REASONSFOR PUTTZNCGAS IN ARTILLERY SHELL,
However, even at that early date the German und
ed that he could not carry out cloud gas attacks very
ably hoped to win the war by the first
one at Ypres,
As
888rl, all he lacked to win by that attack was the nerve tg
up with the necesslary force of infantry,
artillery
and oth
after learning of the ca
hen he studied that failure,
caused, he must have appreciated
that the \Iyar was going t
be o
for a long time, and that even if gas could not thereafter
about immediate victory
it was too valuable an a
ad to brin
producing
asu&ties
to be ignored,
AS we have observed,
gas is borne on the wind, and bsing no
bon it
respecter
of persons, may be a danger ‘to frisnd and foe alike
is liberated
from front line trenches.
looking ahead for a year or two of war, reasoned that if
be thrown in shells a considerable
distance,
it would be blown back on himself,
erly’regulnting
the distance to whi
put over, he could carry out a gas

I’ I

was actually

“I

blowing toward his own lines.
Thus we 888 that by the beginning of 1916 he was using tear
or lachrymatory
gases in artillery
shell.
Although these did not kill,
they temporarily
blinded the enemy and interfered
#very seriously
with
the service of artillery,
and indeed any kind of servic
until
the use
of gas proof goggles become general.
The English early
large numbers of these
gles to their troops, but by 1917 their
issue was stopped entir
because tear gases were by that time often
accompanied by deadly varieties,
and goggles were of the same order
otection that t;he sand over an ostrich”s
head is to the rest of

Phoagene was the first
poisonous gas used in shalland
was
begun by the Germana some time after they began using tear gases in
It has a boiling
point about 80 degrees F., higher than chlorII ( shell.
easy to liquefy and use in
ins, making it fairly
out inducing excessive pressure even during hot weather.
the
INVENTION OF LIVENS PROJECTOR”
The English in thsir first
gas attack in retaliation
against
t?le Germans used chlorine
in the exact manner in which it was used by
the Germans, They later followed the Germans in the use of gas in ax=
tillery
shell in much the same way, A little
letter still,
however,
they developed the Livens projector,
a crude trench mortar for throwing over large quantities
of gas and getting high concentrations
directly
on the points of attack*
With the invention
of tha Livens
projector
the Allies began to take the lead in gas warfar& and at the
end vwr8 "beginning completely
ta do
LOSSESDUE TO GAS ATTACKS,
Just what was the total percentage
of losses from gas among
the Allies
as a whole is not known, With the Americans this loss reach
ad nearly 30 percent) which, based on the lateat casualty reports,amounts to about 75,000.
Thus gas alone in the comparatively
small way in which the
Germans used it caused nearly 3 out of every 10 casualties
occurring
among American troops 4 And yet those troops were thoroughly
equipped with masks and as well trained as was possible* in the time available.
Considering that within six months we would have used gas five
times as much
the Germans had ever used it, we can readily
conceive
what ,a powerfu
instrumant of w r gas has become
While gas alone got three casualties,
rifle’s,
machine guns,
sh,rapnel, high, xp%osive shell ‘D tanks 3 a,irpM:ne bombs, hand grenades
JV-K~hayonota go only seven *
r words,gas alon was nearly half
a.~ affective
in producing casualties
as all other forms of warfare
put together
l
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j.a the most horriThere ia a popular notion
that giti~ewarfar
ble method of warfare
ever invent d and that it will be abolished bacause it is 80 horrible.
it is not horrible!
Indeed it is far
from being the most horrible
form of warfar;
invented, provided both
sidee are prepared defensively
and offensively,
and yet against an unprepared army
s is the deadliest
weapon man has ver tried in war,
ly poisonoutJ gases I coupled with modern methods of us
y unprepared for gas can exist for a d&y against an
army thoroughly
squi sd for using it.
Conti3.Ldtdrin
question of horribleness;medical
recmen gassed only three or four die, and
ords show that out Q
cords of four years Bhow,very few are permanently injured,this statement may seem in comparison with the widely published statements concerning the horribleness
of gas. The lung appears
for curing injuries
from gas as the skin
to have much he same facility
has for curin
itself
against cuts and bruises,
But what about high exw
plosive?
Out of every 100 casualties
from all forma of warfare other
than gas between 20 and 25 die, while from one to two more are maimed,
blinded or disfi ured for life.
Thus in ths percenta e of deaths and
as
permanent injuries
gas is only one-sixth
to one-seven h as deadly
other forme of warfare.
GASE COMPLEMENTARY
TO OTHERFORMSOF WARFARE.
r angle,
gas fits
in perfectly
with
heavier than air and being carried
all other forms
by the wind,
1s up all holes, trenches and ravines,
lingers amung group8 of buildings
and in woods where the force of
wind is broken or does not exist at alL,
Now long before gas was
thought of every rookie knew that deep trenches, dugouts, woods and ravines were II%more or less complete protection
against bullets,
high explosives and shrapnel.
These, however, are just the places where gas
ctive.
The safety zones for other forms of warfare become
death traps for gas.
GAS WARFAREHUMANE.
We have touched heretofare
only on the deadly forms of gas,
though there is a very large number of gases which may all be grouped
under the head of irritants.
and others attack the
While some effect the nos and throat,
in extremely low concentrations
and maBcelife
ayes, ali are effective
miserable or vision impossible to those without a mask. Yet they do ’
not kill,
They are used in armies thoroughly
equipped with gas for
economy, because they\ force the wearing of the mask with Very sm&ll expenditures
of ammunition. These irritants
may be used to attack savages

or bands of men unequipped with masks, who can thus be routed OS
captured while causing very few casualties
among them, if that be
Thus instead of gas warfare being the most horrible
it is
the most humane where both sides are prepared for it, while against
savages or unprepared psoplss it can be made 80 humane that but few
casualties
will result,
DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE FUTURE.,
Just a@ developments in mask8 have gone on in the past just
80 will they go on in the future.
Just a8 from time to time gases were
found that broke down or penetrated existing
maska, just 80 in future
will gases be found that will more or leaa break down or penetrate the
best existing
masks. Accordingly,
for thorough preparation
mask davelopment must be kept absolutely
parallel
with development in poisonous
and irritating
gases. Mask development cannot, however, be kept parallel unless those working on masks know exactly what is going on in the
development of poisonous
Thus a nation that stops all investigation into poisonous gases cannot hope to be prepared on the defensive
side should the tims war corn when defense against gas is needed.
NEED FOR A WIDE RANGEOF INFORMATION.
The Chemical Warfare Servics in France learned quite early
that it dared not depend upon the statement8 of a single individual
in
it matter of great importance unless that particular
individual
had been
highly trained in weighing data before him, and, in a Bpecial caee, had
posaeased exceptional
opportunities
for obtaining
those data either by
personal observation,
at by oral interview
or by reading.
Thue when mustard gas Siad beenused nearly two months and had
caused such heavy casualties
among the Britisrh that they were seriousan officer
high in their service stated that since
recognized it and how to protect themselves againat
0 cause them any worry. In fact,he wondered why the
A little
later a French officer
having a
ave somewhat similar misinformation,
but the Chemihaving far better information,
waa not deceived by
This incident is cited because it is believed highly
those statements,
important
that Staff Officers
and others who must pass on important
problems should realize that the individual
with a narrow veiwpoint,
or
f3 seen but very little
of the field of operationa,
ia not to
be depended upon when drawing conclusions on matters as vital
a$ war,
a

GAS TACTICS - GENERALU
When it

In‘the broadest terma, gas can be used for four
is desi’rsd to produce deaths or lesslsr casualties

purposea: (I)
in front line

In this
and closely supporting trenches just prior to an advance,
case the gas must be one that is quickly dissipated
or else the troops
must charge through their own gas. As masks become more perfect and
this appears to be a possibility
worthy of the most
more comfortable,
careful consideration
in every plan of attack.
(2) When it is desired
to produce casualties
in front line trenches, among supports, reserves
and all other personnel at places where an attack is expected to be
made within a few hours, say 3 to 12. This allows cnnsiderably
more
latitude
in the choice of gases and still
parrnits making the advance
after the gases have become dissipated
sufficiently
to be safe without
masks, (3) When it is desired to obtain casualties
in front line trenches among the supports and reserves and along lines o.f communication,
in
Wncentration
camps, rest areas and CII’OSS roads, to the limit of range
of artillery,
when no attack is planned or when the attack will not take
place for several days. Such conditions
permit the use of all known
gases, the time allowed before an advance, of course9 being sufficient
for the clearing
away of Mach particular
gas med. (4) When it fs desired to reach training
areas, cantonments, railway junctions
and places
beyond the reach of guns and which can only be reached by airplane
or
balloons.
The use of gas by such methods has not yet been undertaken by
any army, but there is no tactical
reason why it should not be.
GASESTO BE USED,
Gases are divided into three general.groups
so’far as tactical wet3 are concerned.
(a) Pkm3istent. MustaX gas (dichlorethylsulphide)
is. the
king and type.
Mustard gas is in a class by itself,
due to “its great
persisten’~y,
to its ef”fectivenes8
in -very low concentrations,
-and to
the fact that it affects
the skin, the eyes, the throat and lungs, as
well as the digestive’ tract if’ food be eaten that has been exposed to
it.
Some ‘lachrymators
are practically
as persistent.
. I
(b) Non-Persister%
These gases are highly lethal
(deadly)
with low persistency.
The group includes phosgene, cyanogen chloride,
chlorine,
diphosgens, and others of a similar nature.
Chloropicrin
ia
in the aarne clas8, though more persistent
than any of the others,
(c) Lachrymatory and Irritating
Gases, These include bromacaton0, ethyl iodoacetate,
brombenzylcyanide,
and several other lachrymatars, and diphenyl chlorarsine,
or sneezing gas. A13 of these, while
highly irritating
or lachrymatory,
are not lethal,
except in extremely
high concantr&tions
seldom attained
in the field,
Lachrymators are highly economical in forcing the wearing of the mask and are used for thst
purpom
So much for what gas has done and may yet do. Let UrElnow 880
what &thods have been ad~~pted, what machines have been developed, and
what trainin
of troops has been necessary in the past to bring about
the results
stated.
l

RETROSPECTIVE.
So far a8 we know the first
attack at Ypres continued&f’&
about 45 minut88.
Whether this was due to small discharge pipes or
t;Q the discharge of ;a riumber of cylinders
one after the other is not
known * When the value of a high concentration
wa8 realized
the duration of the attack was shostensd and the numb r of cylinders
per 100
yards increased 80 as to give a high concentration,
This devslopment
went on to the end of hostilities
when considerati0n
waa being given
to cylinders
that could be discharged in two or three minutes.
As noted previously,
within two or three d ys after that
first
gas att ck.British
troops were equipped with c ude but fairly
effective
protection
against chlorine,
while
s time went on better
masks were invented and armies vvere better tr ined in accurate and
quick adjustment of these masks. Alarm signals were developed and
sentries trained to note any cloud appearing over the enemy9 trench8B,to recognize the hissing of gas escaping from a cylinder,
tb listen for unusual sounds of hammerin
which might denote preparation
a8 attack, and finally
e the alarm to others,
As theee
ionc; tended to reduce c
it wan necessary to develop
n8w methoda of attack or losses
wuuld have baen so reducad as to make
ttack not worth the effort
required to carry it out.
IMPROVEDMETHODSOF ATTACK.
As better methods of attack WW~ developed h avy losses conthough nothin
in comparison with those in the first
attack
rf3 wa8 camp18 8 surprise and no protection.
The duration of
’ tha attack ww slnortaned and tha number of cylinders
increased, both
factors tending to increase the concentration
of gas* At the same time
attack8 began to be made at night Bince night is particularly
favorable
In the first
place, men cannot see the a8 cloud1 nor
move about, to adjust the ma631k,or to do
other things necessary to prevsnt gas casualties.
In the second placer
m8n are sl8epy and tired,
Sama become careless wlnile others become confused and panicky.
Consequently a gas cloud sweeping ov8r tr8nch8s alwaya gata Born8 casualties,
On8 development was to make attacka discontinuous,
that is,
gats would be liberated
for 20 minutesr than 3 or 4 hours be allowed to
The first
time
elapse and gas Jibsrated again for 15 to 20 minutes.
this was tried it v;ra~~naturally
quite successful for the reason that
troop8 up to that time had experienced but one wave of gas fn eacb’atck and hence when the first
wave paawed over they felt safe for the
st of the, night.
The second wave took its toll of deaths accordingThis discontinuous
method of attack had an important result other
lY
It caused unrest and unthan just the number of casualties
produced.
out the
easiness and necessitated
taking the greatest precautions
throu
rest of the night,
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ducss a
xi? the
to keep
ing over

gau cloud + This spread is very much more uniform than would be KCpetted and rrlay be taken safely ass 20 degr es when dosiring
to be
sure the separated clouds of gas will mingle properly over the enemy trencjnef3.
in the war, proba’bly before their first
gas
a%tack,
the Germans
ided t#hat the wind must bs makiacle;an an@~
with 1;Xxir own line of trenches beforo they
would allow thvR discharge of ‘gas, The British
at fir6-t required the
ar:gls to be about 45 degrees,
A study of the abova data in regard
to ths dispersion
of gas in a horizontal.
d.irectfon
shows tha,t the
British
and German requirements
gave a safety zone of 25 to 30 degrees between the natural sprsnd of the gas and the Xino of trenches.
T’nb safety mne w&m noces@ary bccau~e the gas wzill na-Lural’ly‘eddy
with SVBl"y Curr0nt of air and
SinCe it h'U~S the ground
closely,
any irregularity
of the surface is ap$ to deflect
it’
A
realization
of these facts helps ane to understand how pro~sctors
which tbraw gas nearly a mile from the front line were so desirable, since with tham a projector
attack can be madd when the angle of safety of the wind is reduced to almoat nothing.
n~~Jrk?~v8r,

REASONSFOR DESIRING A HIGH GONCENTRATION
OF GAS.
It should be remarked here that $ hi&l concentration
of
gas is desirable,
not alone because it is dead& at tJle front line
trenches, but because it carries so much farther
over th
and reserve trenches*
Every high schcaol boy who haa studied chemthat aL1. gases tend to mingle with eaci-i otPle
difference
in the speci%ic grtxvities
of the
Consequently a gas cloud becomes sneaker (that ixJ the concentration
decreases steadily)
with the time,
With heavy gases that remain
close to the ground this diffusion
is much slower than with light
gases 5 wMch tend to rise ant! thus increase diffusion
by mechanical mixing.
4ccordingly
a high’ concentration
will carry al dangerous concentration
much farther
tha.n a low one, but just h
farther
it is impossible to say. The British
cbai-m to have acLuilLy ha3 casualties
45 kilometers
(28 miles) b$ck of the line
whxre the gae attack w~.s made. At any rate, it was well rscogMzftd before hcstilFtie6
ceased that cloud gas attacks ‘v~oulb undoubtsdly be dangerous X0 to 12 miles back in localities
favorable to the attack,
As will be inferred
irom the statement that all poisoncu6 gams average about three times a8 heavy as air, they tend to
roll into and to remain in narrow valley@.
If such valleys have
fairly
smooth surfaces and tYx+ wind be blowing dirsctly
up or down
them the cloud cf gas will be carried the maximum distanca,
During the war there were several cases whore troops an
kndls
or high paints c;f bmd WWE?nearly imun3 from a gas attack
~%ile thorn in low places in thS valleys cloee by suffered
severely.
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It waa early known that pigeons would fly through a gas
at ‘,ack ‘1 a I.i;l-1oul;l;hthey were al)parently
as susceptible
to gas as a
Tk%-1k;ilzlseIf * It was probalsly some time before it wae realized
that
TJ*ey did xt fiy i long distance through the cloud, but by rising a
shcrt distance (SO feat is probably enough) they got above dangerou8 ooncentratiori
of gas. In’fact,
all observations
tend to conf irrn the theory that 8 ga s cloud does not rise much higher than 30
fsst above the grol.~nd, C+rt&inly
thfa is true of the viksibls part
of the cloud, thoq& concentrations
that are dtzngerous but not visible may rise, atjll
hi
Tkww gas cloud8 have another very important effect,
Chlorin+ Etnd phosgene, the principal
gaetss used in cloud attack,
are h’iglzl 31 Carl-osi.we of copper or bras3 and to only a slightly
lesser
extent of unprotected
steel,
Thus it was 6cmn fciurrd that etithin 15
machine guns would jarti and r if1 98 stick if a 6Xow fire were
rhxxtes
not kept up. This WB,Sdue to the corrosion not only of the Bteel of
the machine gun and tile rifle
but even more to the corrosion
of the
brass shell of the nrrmiunition.
Accordingly,
following
every cloud gas
attack
it was neCest3al"y first
to wash with cazbonate of soda water
all ammunition that had been exposed to the attack,
and 8ecOnd, to
thoroughly
grease cr oil it.
Evan then it was considered highly de&rable
to take the very firf3t opportunity
of firing
the cormded ammunition,
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CLOUDGAS NOT OBSOLETE.
Many people were of the impression at the tfme we entered
the vcrar that cloud gas wa8 obsolete,
‘l’hia was an entirely
tirroneous
idaa, 3 which probably arose frcm *Gra fext that gas attacks by artillery were even then far more frequsnt than cloud gas attacks,
The rezt8un for t1x greater i?*tinber of attacks by artillery
was not that those
attacka wgre more effective,
but that cloud gas attacks
carried out
4I
under the ol 2 conditions
were very difficult
and laborious
to r>repare,
beCder;: beME; dangcroue to execute.
Moreover, after the cylinders
were in place there was often a lon period of waiting for the wind
to be right.
Durinf;S this time the trenches prepared for gas were subject
&W~Scylinirars
to raids and A*
tc destruction
by artillery
fire if discovp3fd
t *a* Inl!x!c”, 1 it V$qJ some time after
as was introduced that organiz2d raid3 be&me the standard method f obtaining
information
of what
~33 going on in the front line,
and to a large iext$n+, of what was going
cm 31ack c.f that line.
By means of putting a box barrage around a sett i,.can o:? a tremz& iL wo pm~b3.e at %lnost any tima $ar either side to
L”\-I&”
“‘9tu3 a trench zxd ho1,d it lcng enough to thoroughly
explorlii every
&-?a;-%
(Jr ;,$, The Aaer i cc’cnGas SmWce looked at the8E: facta from unprejudice-i
point
of viwv.
Ir,ae:~oh a6 a cloud attack was co terrible
c
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should be continued.

ORGANIZATIONOF THE

ICAL WARFARl3SERVICE.

Since na plan whatever wss provid6d Pm+-chsmicall warfare when
that servsce vJa8 organized in France, the Commander-in-Chief
vJissly
permitted a wide latitude
in its formation,
Thus it v{aa that the
Chemical Warfare Service in France, as well as t;hat organized nine
months later in the United States 1 including
r-esearch, dovalopment,
production and supply, training
in gas ~&XXX?, chemical warfare intelligonce,
and the actual training,
equipping and operating 0% gas
troops * These later of course were handled in battle by Lhe Chemical
Warfare Service entirely
in accord with and under orders of the commanding general of the armies, corpti, and divisions
with which they
were operating.,
This wirlls a tery fortunate
organization,
1% permitted
the widest latitude
in using th,e personnel obtained tc the best advantvery eanrly the g&s and gas defense needs Qf all
w3e1 iend in realizing
other troops at th
In fact, with its knowledge of gases and
gas warfare F the Chemical Warfare Servica ~~2s snabl~d in nearly every
case to realize the needs of the man at the front long before he realized them himself.
It is believed that this is the soundest kind of
organization,
for the reason that iL bind0 in=tc~ intimate contact research, supply, experiment,
intelligencs
,devsiopment and actual
fighting*
The Chemical Warfare Service as orGxUzed in France had
five subdivisions-0ffenss,
Defense, Technical,
Supply, and Intelligence * Experience indicated
that Offsnae an3 &fcnse should be mergad and that Training should be scpa,rate.
These changes and other minor
0x185 to adayt the organization
to the regular General StaP% organization
Service
vtra8
appears to be the ideal, and was what the CP?scliz;;elWarfara
working toward vlhan the was- cXosed.

l

GAS TROOPSECONOMICAL,
The first
project for American &.pa&Pti,~onary Furces called
for on@ regiment of six companies cf gas trOcpS, to be organized under
the Corps of Enginesrs * This viw3 fs4A by the Chemical Warfare ServiCs
in France to ba absurdly small,
However, no argumsnt~s of ths Chemical
Warfare Service could get this number of’ gao troonl”u: increased untiL
(a) the effectiveness
of the enemy’s gas has been-thcroughly
demonstrated by dead and wounded Americans, and (b) the ~a3,ue of cur own gas
The t:zltihtzWzed number was then
troops had been demonstrated in action.
in-creased ninefold;
that is, from six companies to 54 companies, formed into three regiments of six battalions
eac&.
noted, the
Gas troops are ~ussd for economy. As previously
gas in the nevv mobile gas cylinders
is mos@ tha:1 50 per cent of the toLik;ilwi.sa 50 per cent of the Livens
tal weight of the filled
cylinder.
bombs, or drum8 as they are usually but inapt:iy c&lle;l,
is liquid gas,
Even the Stokes mortar bomb in the crude shape,used throughout the war,
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In connection with the above recommendation that gas troops
should replace all trench mortar troops, the Chemical Warfare Service took up the use of high expiosive bombs fired from Livens projectors
For thia purpose the ordinary Livens bomb for poisonous
gas was converted by drilling
an extra hole and threading
it for
a steel plug.
Through this hole the bomb was filled
with 30 pounds of
T.N+T. at the gas experimental
field,
60 miles from St. Mihiel salient.
Two methods for filling
were used. The first
and principal
one wa8 to put the granular T4N.TI into the drum and ram it with a
stick;
the second method wa8 to melt the T.N.T, and cast it.
the latter method was too compliczttid
to make advisable its continuance in
the field,
especially
as T,N,T, in granular form was found absolutely
safe from premature explosion.
These T.N.T, bomb8 proved highly
popular with the infantry
and wars apparently
correspondingly
unpopular with ths enemy. The bombs being cylindrical,
with ham&
shperical
enda, did not sink into the ground upon striking
unless
the ground was very soft.
While they were fired simultaneously
in
grsups of 20 to 100 against wire entanglements ‘or strong point@, the
nu&nber of bombs fired at one time can be increased to any extent deemed advisable,
It wa8 found that 20 to 100 of these leveled everything
above the ground in the vicinity
of the sxploaion,
A noted example w&8 their use in the reduction of the St,
Mihiel saliante
One of the objectives
was the famous Cote des Eparees,
which the French had failed -t;o capture in 1915* This hill wa8 found
to contain a number of machine guns and minenwerfar emplacements,
The gas af’ficsra
in command of the companies of the First Gatl3Regiment assigned to the Fifth Witad States Army Corps proposed to attack this hill with 100 projectors
filled
with T,N,T.
The French
Chief of Artillery
readily aE:s@ntad to this,
Notwithstanding
the projectors ware instilled
in a rainstorm under heavy fire from mineniNt;rfer and 77-millimeter
guna, the projectors
were successfully
installed.
The simultaneous explosion of these 100 bombs of T.N.T,
wiped out opposition
on the crescent of the hill
80 completely that
the attacking
infantry
were able to pass tEle Cota des Eparges before
they suffered a single casualty.
l

USE OF PHOSi?HORUS
AND THERMITE,
Phosphorus and thermite were used to attack the personnel of
lIlachine gun neqts and drive them away from their gun8. Thia work was
*pWformed with the greatest success by all companies of the Gas Regiment, beginning with the Allies’
counter offsnaive
in the latter
part
of July, 1918, and lasting until the signing of the armistice,
Imr;lodiately~after
the counter offensive
started on July 18, 1910, the
gas troop@ wwe assigned to road work, Losses from machine gun nests
MWI began to get BeriouB, and upon their own request the gas troops
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were allowed to try taking these mashine guns with phosphorus and therwere crowned with success.
This work, coupled
mite a These efforts
by gas troops, hslped materwith the ext naive us8 of smoke ZXX~ZVXM
ially
in getting the number OS authorized
gns troops increased frOm~
Phosphorus was used’both for its moral
six companies to 54 companies.
d’fect
and MI %t smoke screee in every battle from July to the end of
the war, By that time its vsl’ws was 80 ap-preciated that it was deStokes morcided to hav8 phosphorus shells furnished for three-inch
tars *
GAS TO ATTACK MACI-IINEGUN NESTS.
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of fire,
The four-inch
Stokes mortar, duo to its rapidity
can get up a high concentration
of gas rapidly,
and was often so used+
Its short range of about 1000 yards interfered
in its use for gas. ACcordingly , one of the problems that Ghould bc worked out is whether,
it will not be ‘best to do away
with improved projectors
an3 cylinders,
with trying to use gas in four-inch
Stokes mortars and, on account of
2x88 only three-inch
Stokes mortar for phosphdrits increased mobility,
Although
it
took
herculean sfforts
on
smoke
and
high
axplosive.
-us1
thsy
succeeded
in
most
places
in
the
Arthe part af the Gas Regiment,
Mihiel
fights
in
keeping
the
four-inch
Stokas
mortar
up
gonne and St*
for
them
was
exhausted.
,
with the advancing infantry
until all ammunition
Its effect is
Thermite is more spectacular
than phosphorus.
This
is belargely a moral one, except in the case of a direct hit*
cause the molten thermit@ spreads out and cools too rapidly for the
Highly importanl results were promised by mixing slugs
best effect.
Thsae become nearly white hot an& retaining
of iron with thermite
their heat, burn for a very much longor time than the moltsn thsrmite.
This scheme is worthy of very careful experiment and development.,
SPHEREOF USEFULNESSOF @ASTROOPS
As was proposed in France, Chemical, Warfare Service troop8
material s and high explosives should be
using gas, smoke, incendiary
able to dominate the first
mile and a half of No Man’s Land. In fact;,
with inwith mobile cylinders
for cloud b“a~; attacks mobile projectors
creased range and suffici8nt
high explosive projectiles,
it is believed
that one gas company of 250 men can make it practically
impossible for
any considerable
number of th e enemy to congregate within 2500 or 3000
yards on a five-mile
front.
Gas from projector
attacks land from cloud gas attacks will
back
penstrate very much fart:?er “than this and will cause casualties
several miles among troops who do not get their masks adjusted in time.
Howaver, due to the great improvement in masks and in gas defensive
that will c)ccur after the gas alarm is
training,
the only casualties
given will be among men who get confused, who are asleep, or who have
allowed their mask8 to be lost or injured.

. GENERALTACTICS OF GAS PROJECTORS.
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a8 used in the war were of two lengths, 2
The projectors
feet 9 inches and 4 feet.
These gave a range of approximately 1700
and 2200 yards,
The old projectors
were simple drawn me
tubes of uniform cross section, with an inside diameter o
The Z-foot g-inch projector
weighed about 100 p
projector
about 140 pounds. Thus both sizes w
man t;o carry,
However, it has been shown that
weight of the 2foot g-inch projector
can be decreased fully 0x1
weight by using nickel or other special steel.
d
This will make it
a one-man load.
Moreover, with a Xttle
lighter b b and a better gra
of powder the 2-foot g-inch projector
shoul give a range of 2
2500 yards
l
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METHODSOF FIRING PROJECTORS.
The old method of firing
projectora was to pl’ace them in
vth the sura V-shaped trench deep enough to have the tops flush
face of the ground.
Each was covered with a cap and the
ment camouflaged during the daytime*
Since the base plates are about
16 inches in diameter it required z+,lot of ork to set or “dig in’”
a few hundred projectors,
Experiments taken up earl
by simply exGas Service showed that these projectors
could be ‘fire
cavating a very shallow trench for the base plate.
The accuracy, using thi$ methsupported by crossed sticks or boards,
od, was found to be fully equal to that of the projectors
when du
while the work of installing
them was less than 25 per cent of th
quired by the old method. This method made it possible to install
projectors
in less than 25 per cent of the time required by the old
method; i.e*, within two or three hours, thereby enabling a gas
The procompany to make quite a large projector
attack in one night.
jectors were fired simultaneously
by connecting them up in series with
ordinary blasting machines operated by hand from a convenient point in
the rear. One of the future developments wi 1 be along the line of
increasing
the number of guns to be fired by one exploder,
SIZE OF PROJECTORATTACKS
Some very large attacks have been made with these projectors,
The British
fired nearly 2500 at one time into Lens. The concentration
is terrific
and vvill
of gaf3 close to the bursting of a projector dr
Inkill
a, man almost instantly
if caught without his mask adjusted.
deed, if the mask be in poor condition the high concentration
Qbtained
attacks
will readily penetmte i-L The Germans ferzrzd these projector
Indeed, 80
more than any other form of gas attack uP;ed by the Allies,
8uccessful were they found that cylinders were inever used by the Amsri-
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m before stated, thi8 w&s due to the
can gza troops 1 ikIW8V6T,
wei&t
of cylinders
used and not to any doubt as to the efficiency
of
clcmd gas attacka,
At Hartmansweilerkopf
a very sucessful projector
attack
of the Ameriwas carr i ad out by the Americans a Due to the ability
cana to get a much larger number of projectors
to this point than a
the American8 were given the
French Gas Company in that vicinity,
They installed
500 projectors,
but to do
job of making the attack.
so had to transport
the projectora
and all other mxteriai
required,
amounting to about 50 tons, together with 100 men, their equipment and
In making this 50 aia distarxe
of about 50 miles by truck,
tooia,
transported
their material
les they crossed three mountain ranges,
1000 yards up a mountain on a cableway, packed it on mules for
carlried it *by piand 600 yards to withxin
abou”t twa miles, e4nd finally
The instailation
W~+Sxz~de in
300 yards of the onemnys front 1im3.
Ths
bright moonlight under a hea~ry mlinenmrfer
fira from the hill.
attack
NBS a decided BUCC~SS, and for the first
tims in some three
yeam minenwerfers on that hi91 WW~ silent
for six days.
GASES USED IN PROJECTORATTACKS\
Phosgene is the gas principally
uasd in Livens pr-oj
Chloropicrin
is also often used, but it is not nearly so 6ff%GtlV6
At t110
greater persixtency.
as phosgsne, though it has considerably
tims oP the armistice
studien we c being made looking tix~~xx?!
aaes in a certain prOpor*t:ion 0
dr” mustard gas and Zachryrmtory
jec”cor bomba. Undoubtedly tllis will be don in *t;hc f2rture .) erp
ally in the fQrii1 of bi 11 sxplos ive mustard as bc,mbr e ~~~e~e Lat-C;sr
will be refsrrsd
to mo e fully mdsr “Gas i Artillery
sh9s.xrLe
A great deal of study was given to the possible USA of dscaptive gases. One of these gasi3a was tried out by Americans at St.
&Melt
In this
particular
case the gas had a highly offQnaivo odor
but was not poisonous.
Of cour38 1 the idea is not to e-t the enemy
know whether it is poisonous or not,
He will thus be arced to W%ax
the mask while the attacking
troops, having no.. sks j can take him at
a great disadvantnge.
B:%ish troops carried out a VWy successful raid by firing
an oil bought izl Paris and known aS”bone oil?
It has a rata=ler strong
offensive
odor but is in nowise poisonous,
This oil was bought and
filled
into projector
bombs in the field,
The attack was so much of a
su~e86 that t!x Bsit,is’n, upon reaching the German trenchs, found the
soldiers
sitting
down or otherwise taking
it quietl)r with their masks
an * ‘We Germans t1lought it K&S a regular pro jectsr atta,ck with phosgene and that accordingly
the English troops would not make an attack
until ths gas had dissipated.
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DETECTING PROJECTORATTACKS.
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While the powder charge in each projector
is comparatively
small, several hundred of them fired at one time produce a large flash
of light and a heavy detonation,
The enemy soon learned that thi8
heavy flash of light at night meant a projector
attack coming. Of,
course, he did not know just where the projector8
were going to land,
but he provided for that contingency by having the alarm given whereever the
sh of light could be seen* Masks vere adjusted accordingThe detonation was much less reliable
than the flash of light as
lY
an’indicator
of a projector
attack.
For this rea8on a lot of study
and experimentation
was carried out by the Americans looking toward
a reduction of the flash,
This is accomplished to a considerable
degree by properly proportioning
the powder charge and also by the
addition
of certain chemicals to the powder charge,
In the field use
is made of woods or hills
behind which the projectors
are installed,
In the same manner a careful search i8 made to find enemy forces with
positions
on the reverse slops of %ehill where they will probably not
perceive the flash of a projector
attack made on their front.
The Germans made two very successful attacks against the Americans under these conditions,
In one case men w re in a wood just
over the crest on the reverse slope of %ilhill
and asleep in dugouts
with a few or no sentinels
about.
The result was some 300 casualties,
of whom 3Q to 40 were deaths, The other attack was on an open hillside.
Here again most of the Americans were back on the reverse slope of
the hill with no sentries posted to look for just such attacks
The
Germans in this case made use of a small hill
for co&ealing
their
own projectors,
This doubled the protection
against the “flash”
and
caught the Americans quite by surprise@
The Germans followed this particular
projector
attack in a very few minutes with a bombardment of
high explosive and gas shells,
which they kept up from about 2 al m.
until nearly 7 a. ma They got 801~30165 casualties,
of whom about 25
were deaths.
The high percentage of deaths was due to the inability
of the Americans to evacuate the wounded during the bombardment.
This bombardment produced additional
casualties
by throwing the men
about and disaranging
their masks while gas still
lingered in the

trenchee,
DUMMYFLASHES
As the gas organization
increased in size and efficiency
V
every effort was being made to exkxise
all the ingenuity
the American
po8sessed. The Americans developed dummy flashes and used them so WCcessfully
that h d the war continued their use would have become very
general a By making a large USEIof them the enemy would be forced to
constantly
sound the gas alarm and take all the precautions
necessary
for a projector
attack, even when there was no danger.
Among other expedients used to deceive the enemy was the fir-
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ing of projectors
during the daytime, . The flash was not then visible,
and by having artillery
fired in co-operation,
the detonation was nat
noticeable,
Another interesting
example of the value of not standardizing methods of attack is shown in the use of smoke in the Argonne
fight.
The German soon learned that a heavy smoke probably covered
attacking
troops.
He accordingly
adopted the habit of putting down
a heavy barrage on or behind every smoke screen that appeared along
the American line.
AS soon as this fact became apparent the tactics
of the gas troops were changed, and for a time smoke screens were put
up where there were no troops and the ttack made elsewhere.
Thus
the German was kept guessing.
GAS IN ARTILLERY SHELL,
There are two general methods of firing
gas shell,
that for
harassing and that for effect or destructive
fire.
Persistent
gases are
fired for both harassing and destruction,non-persistent
gases usually
for destruction
and irritant
gases usually for harassing purposes only.
As stated previously,
gas troops are used for sconomy-economy in complicated weapons, economy in ammunition, and consequently
economy in all transportationfacilities
required in battle,
The artillery
takes up gas attacks at the extreme limit of range reached
by gas troops and throws gas from th i& point back intO the enemy territory
as far as the guns can reach. Occasionally
artillery
is used inside the zone covered by gas troops.
This rlhowever, is only in cases
where extreme accuracy in firing
is essential
or occasionally
where
it may be very difficult
to set up the wapons used by gas troops near
enough to the front line to reach the point to be attacked.
It is
iEc used in making gas attacks
solely.to
get
thus seen that artillery
range or exceptional
accuracyI
All poisonous gases used in war are used in artillery
projectiles
with one important exception-chlorine,
Chlorine is not used
because it is very much lass effective
than other gases, besides ganerating too high a pressure in’the shell during the heat of summer,
SHELL MARKINGS
Economy,efficiency
and simplicity
are three of the most vital factors
in successful warfare,
These apply even more to gas than
to other methods of wholesale murder.
For instance,
the question of the markings on gas shells is
highly important.
Just as at first
there was a tendency to multiply
the numbers of gases used,just
so there was a tendency to go into great
detail with the gas markings on artillery
shell,
The German was first
to learn the necessity for simple markings. His aoheme was to u8e a green cross for lethal shella(low
persistent gases) ,blue cross for irritating
alld lachrymatory
gases, and yellow cross for persistent
gases.
Even with such simple markings he
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found it advisable where more than one class of shell was to be fired in an attack to pile those shells one on the top of the other in
order to insure that they would ba fired in the proper sequence.
Thus in combining blue and green cross he always piled the blue,cross
on top.
0

GASESUSED IN -WAR,.
Gases may be divided according .to their charactariatics
into persistent,
non-persistent
and irritant,
Another classification
sometimes-used is based on the effects of the gas on man, as Lethal
(deadly),
vesicant (burning the skin), lachrymaiory
(affecting
the
eyes) and irritating
(affecting
the nose, throat and lungs, but not
lethal).
In this discussion they will generally
be referred
to as psrsiatent,
non-persistent
and irritant.
MUSTARDGA%
Mustard gas J called yperiteq by the French, is the king of all
gaDas, IX is estimated that more than 80 psr cent of all gas casualties among the English and Americans was caused by thia gas, Twhnitally it ia dichlorethylsulphide.
This gas was discovered by a German chemist, Victor &yer,
in
1886 a Hs pursued his exFerimsnts until he saw that the gas W&Q having
as upor? tlrs,e animals
experi--=
as serious an eff ct upc>n his experimanters
mented with,
At that 1. stage he stoppedl
It is interesti
to note that an English’chemist
reconmendad
the use of this
before the Germans began using it. But hsrs,
as in the cale;reo
there was either too much fear, or
hostility,
or both,to new ideas,a.nd once again the initiative
was left
to the German
‘JThegas is a yellowish
oily fluld,freezing
at about 50 degrees
F* nd boiling
at about 422 degrees F, The color varies with the impurities
and rssolvents in it, It appears tQ combine to a certain extent
with the iron or steel in shells,
because tho mustard gas at3 seen
sprayed on vegetation
from bursting
shells appears to vary from a fairly dark brown to almost tar black.
The modern method of making it is to agitate sulphurmonochlorid@ vigorously
in the presence of ethylene vapor.
The gas is highty persistant)
that sprayed on the ground being
dangerous from a minimum of about two days in warm dry weather to a
week or even longer in damp, cold weather,
It vaporizea very slowly.
The idea will naturally
occur that it must be effective
in extremely low
concentration
or else its slow vaporization
would make it useless. That
idea is correct.
It is claimed that t3ne highest concentration
of the
that can be obtained at 68 degrees F.is about one part in 30,000 of air,
It has, moreover) the quality
of cumulative effect to a ,very’marked dsgreb, being fully
50 per cent even for very low concentration;
for ex-

cme part in 2,000,OCO is breathed for 20 hours it will prodiucG
a cnauaXty as one part in 100VX30 will produce in two hoW”S;’
you mul,tiplY the tia~e by 10 the mmxmtration
can be deone-fifth
and yet get the Sam6 rsau‘lt I
Mustard gas produces casualtie
almost wholly by burning.
The theory i;ts that the gas in this presence of moisture is broken up
8o as to liberate
hydrochloric
aci~j and that this aci,d produces the
burn.
The gas accordingly
burns any soft moist tissue it r6aChas,
whether inside or outaide the body, Moreover,as it reEdily panstrates clothing,
all soft parts of the akin are burned by the tr+ua
idea that burns were caused
E;ae3 vvhi& is conlxary to the original
only by splashee of t’ne liquid.
aa has a not unple
Mustard
odor, that of the Germans b;tiRg somcwkat IAke mwtard and that of the
Allies
exactly like garlic.
Finally
the gas has a pronounced delayed action,
its effects not being P-3 t for 4 to 12 hours after
exposure, during which time t?!e person braathing it exgsriencss no
discomftx-t.
It should also 1x1 added tha-k aftar breathing
this gas
for 30 minutes to two Fours j depending upcrs the ~;erm~~ the la,tter
loses his ~en66 or ma11 and can, no longer ds’tect t?~e gas, AS XX&y bC$
ree,dLly imagined these gualit ies make it highly t*aluable, or hi~YLiy
]cn&m~) &8
dangerous, dapsnding upm which way yt31.1etra looking at it,
before said, it is the king of gasee,
It changed ncjt alanc g&s wmfare,
but to a considerable
extent all warfare*
Mustard gas shells were picked up and o;?ened after the first
attack against the British
i-n July. 1917, ?he Bngl i $11 6xLsac ted tE*ne
gas and within 48 hours knew its composition.
iVithin a week tl?~~ ‘l-,ad
found in German chemistriss
Maysr’s account of his biscovsry anal laboratory
m&hods for making it.
Notwithstanding
an aarly realization
of the importa;nce oP this
gas and the. determined affcs.rt8 rn~~2et(:, m~nx+#aciurs it on a large sca.1.e
by the Englich,
Fr6mh, and Amx-O.xm!jrl IL was almost alevsn rnoY]tiz&zfYx~r
its firat
uzje by the Germanic before tile first
Allied mustard gas at$ack took place,
This was made by the Franch in the vicinity
of Compiagn6 in JuneJ918.
Thus %or eleven months th@ German had a trsmendous
advantage over the Allies.
‘[hat 316 did not maks,,a greater us6 of it was
surprising
to the Allies until
just before the m?Eistice,
when i-t wata
I.earned that he had ~MTI making it by a cl;umber@o.;Le.alow and *expensive
raethod, and that his tctal production wae only ,abo& six tons psr day.
It is interesting
to note thai b6fore the armfsti~e
was signed
the Americans actually
ma,&? 40 t,ons in on6 day and ~~6173equipped to make
80 tons but had not the shell1 in which to put it.
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Mustard gas can be used in ali artillxxy
shall fron three-inch
to
the largecut, gunn built.
Up to the present, dlue to its persistsn% nature
gas has fmmia Us greatwL ~188 cm ihe ~lcltf%n~i~e or stabilized
fronts.

11 prodvlcs
twa hours ;
be ds-

.of it will force const,znt wsar~ng of the mask and the running of separIn an attack it is used
ate rqliafg
to any position
that must be held*
places or to make at
a?tack
from
those
C31?"?;91"
on *$ltii fJan#3 to prevent:
It
is
u@ad
agitinst
s=Wx~g points,
teqpts to counter attack Clfficult,
in the 201-33of advance
such as woods, villages” and small fortifications
he enemy is
but which it is not proposed to enter during th6 attack.
thus forced to evacuate these places unless he can rzxn reliefs;
in and
out'.qf the area.
The Germans used mustard gas for bot& t
attacks made against the BrxLish in @~ch, 1918.
ad their attack of March 21, 1918 with a heavy bg
gas s)~Qls against certain areas in the .zonE; of the attack,
In the Argonne-Meuse attack the Americans used mudtwd
gas to as,rJ-ull an extent as th& sould get it to protect their
on the
right flank, which was c?W~ :iW?, %y <the enemy positions
a,ter quantit~y
r&ht bank of the Meuse rifler nojrth of Ver&mI
cotild have been used in the Argonne-Meuss f i t had it been
Far defensive purposes t
in projector
bombs by gas troops
it could also be used in any kind of cyl inder or dru
on the ground to protect an area from enemy attack
lar to this would snake the holding
far easier than any other method except by strong fortifications,
l
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HIGH EXPLOSIVE MUSTARDGAS SHELL*
the first
tad the
they had
md Xab3 Qf thia
-ge Scala
lth$ after
gas atof Comtremendous
of it was

1 it was
;3xpensiv63
per day.
wae signed
md to make

Late in the fall of 1918 the Germans began usi
T
gas shell ‘containing
a large qua.ntity of high explosive,
shall h&d considerable
d+atructive
effect as a high expl
This development in tha use of
sides being a gas shall.
gas is an excesdingLy important one’, Nvt anly is the sheli an
affective
high explosive shell, but it makes mustard gas far rr.10~~3
r form in which used. The large amount of
deadly than any o
art i high explosive so
ers ths g;as widely in the for~n of minut
6168 of liquid,
ee dra’wn into the lungs produce a far mar
deadly burn for th e reae~n that the Enmvu.rcl.tof gas that may bo
breathed intv the lungs irk the fwm vf mimxt,e prticlea
of liquid
a
is apormously
reatsr than any that will be breathed in from orIt should be added that
dinwy field
concentrations
of the gas,
these vrdinary field concentrations
are probably one in 500,000 tv
one in 2,000,OOO of air,
METHODSOF FIRING MUSTARDGAS,

me-inch
to
tent nature

fronts I
quantities

Mustard gas bacalxae of itla persistency
and effectiveness
For
in low goncentrations
5-s usad ordinarily
to gas large areas.
this purpose accuracy in hitting
$ givan point is not ~CKXWEXZJ=+~~
and hence the increase in the dispersion
of shots at ion
need not be taken into aczc:iznt ~3 ia the cxme when it is dssired
Lik9wiee the numbas of guns required to
to hit a given point.
This far tha reason that it is not
cover a given area is small.

c”
c
m

~~CWNW~ to fire in tM Saiae locality
mwe tkwln once in 24 ~OUIV.
The high explosive Gdl,,
however 1 changea this method of firing.
Sime it is deadly both aa a high explosive and as a gas, it Can
In fact, it will be used
and will be used against small targets.
with
the
single exception that
exactly as high explosive ia used,
care must be taken to allow sufficient
time for the gas to disperse if one desires to occupy the placei; bombarded with the gas.
is great.ly reduced by this wide disBerHowever I tl. la persistency
though how nluch
don of the gas in the form of minute particles,
has not been worked clut nmeng AmSricitn8, and will not bs if exist-.
ing orders ace car’rie?~ 03121ta dmnobiiize the Chemical Warfare
It ma.y be
Servl~e and stop all ros&$archss into pois~~~s
gases.
advisable
in the fwLurct3 to lava -two kinda of mustard gas shell,
high explclsive to b6 used when immediaSJ0 caf3ualtlss ?vithout gf”eat
persistency
is deesired, an0 t?m ordinary ;nwstasd gas ~1~11 to forbid certa.in territory
to t”s,e enemy in which cake ‘great psrsistcncy
ie desired.
American3 m~.y be exceedingly glad that the German UZUWfacturad comparatively
s~rra3.1quantities
of thia gae ;ind that ho
was completely out of it whan the Argonne fight began. Mad ke
possessed it in the same quantity he lxsee3sed high explosive VJG
would probably have hszd 50,000 to 100,000 more casualties,
Mustard gaa wan wsad ag;ainat the British
at Yprea in
July, 1917, where chlorine had first
bs@n used in cLx~d attacks
The casualties
from “c?~~e first
two
more than two yl~ars earlier.
or three mustard gas attacks were very severe for -f;yVareasons:
first,
up to that time a31 gases u3ed were nearly instant
in tlneir
effect,
that is they were Irritant
to tha eyes, throat and 1~~s;
and second, the odor of $‘A@ lXLE&Wd ~EJt3 Wi;z r,U% WX*y pW/E?rfzi& CYUld
Thus the British
hence no on suspected Lhat gas was being fired.
simply took shcltez- frcm the hig3 cxplosivc,
r’eeling perfect3,y safe
until
a few hour8 k..ad elapsed, when large numlslsrs of m3n bqtin to get
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sf ncn-qsrsistent
ga8es and for an
It has very low
offsnaive
it i8 at present t3re best cf sll gases.
fairly
quick-acting,
etzsily
IY~R~Uit? highly lathal )
persistsnc;J,
It
is
used
to
factured ar.d can be put into any kind of shell.
the beat advantage in the largest caliber ~*u-B that ;=tre available
gun
in large nu0338rs~ In our army tk;srs ara the 155-miWm&er
of one part in 2000 is deadly in
and howitzar I A concsntration
three minutes, wkila 1 part in 30,000 or less is deadly in a pro v-*
but withi a rapidportiondtely
grezAtar tAm6. Ir, is also effactive
ly decressing rnt’io down to Q~Q part in 2Q0,ciOO after which it may
In fazt , in an ox-dinary att:3ck one
be breathed indefinotely.
part in 50,000 may be considered as not dangerous, as it will ‘13r3
Phoegens
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This effect was noticed &ong
extremely rue and special came,
the Gejrmans in the battle of the Argonne, where in ~teversrl infltanCM m8n were found ‘lying dead with m&$k8 in their hands ready to
put' on*
Evidently
they were completely overcome by pho,
This firing of individ
fore they could adjuslt th’e ma8k.
ne rshellsr from guns of 155-millimeter
or larger caliber will inIt forces the enemy constantly
to wear hi8 maek or run
the risk of being killed,
juet a8 in the caee of the German8 alIlr
Certainly
since gas ahell are probably less exltidsd to above.
n&Lve than high explosive shell, they should be used just a8
and undoubtedly they will be in the fueely a8. high explosive,
ture c
l?hoBgens can be used most effectively
at night against
I”
cro@s&roads and all other points where it is thought the enemlymay
te *o’r be passing.
By dropping sudden bursts of phosgens
points tremendous confusion is caused and With it a cc+?- .
This w&8 tried out with very good
tain number of casualtiesl
effect on one or two occasiona in the Argonne-Meuss fight.
the supply of gas shell in that fight wa8 80 sma~lll &e to, p
very little
latitude
in it8 use.
But although the total caeualties
remain about the ltllame,
the death rate increases very rapidly with the increaee in the calibsr of the shell.
This ie due undoubtedly to the fact that
those caught without & mask within cay five yard8 of the bursting
With
of a larger caliber
shell will be almost certainly
killed,
a small caliber shell, ;euch as the three-inch, the distance at
which the gaa is deadly is probably only one, or at the meet two
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PHOSGENEIN PUMICESTONE.

.ecg bs
ram

Late in the frnll of 1918 the German8 be tin to u8e in their
projector
or 173-millimeter
minenwerfer gas attacks a rrhell fjllsd
with phoagene soaked in pumice mtone, Apparently enough pwnice
stone in the shape of small fragment8 about the size of a pas or
less was used to fill
the shell.
Then the shell wa8 filled
with
phosgene, which not only filled
the voids in the pumice, but wae
also abeorbed by the latter
to bts full capacity.
The pumice wan added with a v3w to making phosgene #more
persistent,
The phosgene in the void8 w&8 vaporized almoat immediately upon the burst of the bomb, while that absorbed by the pumice

of

wa8 given off BO slowly in the woods and other closed ple~cee as to

phos,lo- rrl;

Julst what
zid very materially
in keeping up the concentration.
real value this method of xeing phosgene had wa8 no-t dstaDrminsd ,at
It certainly
is an ingenious way of inthe time the war closed.
creasing the persistency
of & non-persistent
ga8, and if may be
found desirable
to extend ita; use to low persistent
ladhrymatora
and other gam8, a8 well a6 to phosgene.
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*

quick action of lachrymatory game is one of their
when used with mustard gae,
If mustard gas be used
may be continued for three td six hours without
forcing the enemy to wear his mask.
This, of courseV exposes him
to being gassed but as the death rate from mustard gas in ordinary
field concentrations
is comparatively
low, the enemy will take this
chance in a critical
situation,
On the contrary,
if a number of
lachrymatory
shells are sent over, he will be forced to put on his
mask immediately and continue wearing it indefinately.
It must
never be forgotten
that lachrymalors
and irritants
are essential1
economical due to their effectiveness
in extremely low cqncentra-,
tions *
They are thus valuable to force wearing of the mask.when it
wouJL%+beimpossible to do that by the use of more deadly gases,
owihg to the number of the latter
that would be required.
One good
lachrymator
shell will force wearing of the ma;ek over an area that
would require 500 to 1000 phoagene shells to produce the same effect,
There is no authentic
instance of gas ever being dropped L
from an *airplane *or balloon though there is no reason for this exCgpt fear of reprisals
or lack of sufficient
gas.
The possible use of gas in airplanes appealed %o the
Americans at once. In October, 1917, the author, when drawing up the
first
paper on gas warfare for the American Gas Service, suggested
both the proper gases and their tactical-uses
in airplanes.
In connection with this subject of gases in air$l
there were many rumors during the war that th Gmnanf3 were praparing a large number of as bombs and that they actually
dropped
somee Notwithetandin
every such report was investigated,
no
authentic
case yas ever found and it is believed the Cermans never
dropped a single gas bomb within the Allied lines.
Undoubtedly fear of reprisals
by the Alliea is all that
kept the German from droppin
gas from aircraft
due to both his limited supply of gas and to th growing strength of the Allies
in the
air,
.Indeed as early as the fall of 1917, the‘ German became alarmed about the Al ied gas progress and tried by appealing to the
International
R d Cross to stop its use altogether.
That all nations weP8 experimenting
with airplane
gas
bombs and methods of exploding them is certain;
and since they oan
be made such a powerful harassing agent, it is certain they will be
used in any big war in the fut
The tactical
use of
in aircraft
would be very much
the same as for other services.
hly persistent
gases as
mustard gas would be used against
ration camp& road and *
railroad
crossings,
areas, or in wood8 and village8
used to screen
This
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The following
chemicals and chemical mixtures were actually employed by the opposing armies at the front
If used by more
than one belligerent,
the originating
army is
In a&$ition to these, many other chemical she’ll fillings
were in the
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on 8 large N%J~
fupwimental
ata 8 and some were being manufactured
but did not reach the front.
MEANSOF PROTECTION
EFFECT
BELLIGERENT
CHEMICAL
Hand grenade
Acrolein
(Allylaldshyde)
French
Lachrymstory
Lethal
(In rnixtur08a
See below)
Arsenic Chloride
Artillery
shell
Lachrymatory
Banzyl Iodide
French
Artillcvy
s?mil
Lachrymatory
Benzyl Chloride
French
Artillery
shell
Lachrymatory
French
Bromacetone
Lethal
Artillery
~3~11
Lachrymatory
French
Brombanzylcyanide
Artillery
skull
Lachrymatory
German
Brommethylethylketone
ArtilleYy
shell
Lethal
Artillery
~;)3617,
Lachrymator~
Psnzy’J. Bromide
' German
French
*
Cylinders
(cloud gas)
Lethal
German
Chlorine
British
French
American_Irritant
German
Chlorsulphonic
Acid
Lachrymatory
French
Lachryma. t ory
(ae sabvant)German
Lethal
British
Lachrymatory
French
German
American
Lethal
Austrian
Cyanogen Bromide
Di chlormsthylethar(
as 8olvent)Ger ., Lachrymatory
Sternutatory
German
Diphenylchlorarsine
Lethal
Vasicant
Dichlorethylulphide
,~ German
Lethal
French
Irritant
British
\
American
Lethal
German
Ethyl,dichlorarsins
Lachrymatory
British
Ethyliodoacstate

Chloracetone
Chlorhanzene
Chloropicrin

French
Hydsocyanic acid
,Mewt~hyl.chl,orszr.l,phcnate German
Monochlormethyichlorformate
German
French
British
Phosgena
French
GWIIlEUl
American

(In mixtur08.
IrriLant#
Lethal
Lachrymatory
Lethal

Artillery

shall

ArtiJlery
63hsJJ.
Artillery
sboll., 4
in e Stokcc3 mortar,
hand grenadas.
See Belo
Minenwerfsr
Artillery
shc?l.l

Projectors,tranch
mortars I artillery
shell,
cylinders.

p

scale
iCTION
8

German
Phenylcarbylaminachloride
TrichlormethylGerman
chlorformate
Stannic Chloride British
French
8I
American

hell I
hell
hell
hell
hell
hell
hell
(cloud

gas)

Artillery

sh

Artillery
shell
Hand Grenades
Artillery
Projectors
4-M. Stokes Mortar bombs'
Hand grenades, minenwerfer,
Sulphuric Anhydride German Irritant
Artillery
shell
shell
Lachrymatory Artillery
Xylyl Bromide German
'MIWRES
a
Bromacetone(BO%)and
shell
Lachrymatory Artillery
Chloracetone(20%) French
Chlorine

es, light
rfer
hell
/hell
rhell
ar bombs

Lachrymatory
Irritant

(50%) & British

lethal
Irritant
Cloud forming

Lethal
Lethal

Cylindars

Lethal
Lachrymatory
) & British

Cylindes
Cylinders

L8thal

3 -

drogen (35%)Lachrymatory
Sulphuretted
4 Artillwy
shell
Chlorpicrin(80%)
& British
Lethal
Stannic Chloride(20
) French Lachrymatory Trench Mortor bombs
Chlorpicrin(75%)
Phosgene (25%)

“011
1ell
431.1

Dichlorethyl

&

American Irritiailnt

Projectors

British

ArLi

L8thal

Sulphide

German Vesicant
nzene (20%) French Lethal

11

Ll8ry

shell

Trench mortar bombs ,proArtillery

shell

Artillery

shell

Artillery

shall

Britieh
American
101.1
bell, 4

ortar,
ts t

m

rbazol (5Og)Garman Sternutatory
Dlphenylcyanarsine(50%
Ethyl Dichlorarsine(80

& Dichlormethylether
(20’3%) Lachrymatory
shell
Ethyliodoacetate
(75%) & British Lachrymat ory Artillery
4-h. Stokes mortars,
Alcohol (25%)

Lethal

la11

Hydrocyanic acid (55%) & British

rench
Py shell,

Arssnious Chloride (2096)
Hydrocyanic Acid (50%) French Lethal
Arsonious Chloride (30%)
Stannic Chloride (15%) &
Chloroform (5

Chloroform

hand grenades
Artillery

(25%) &

Artillery

shell

eII
shell
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Chemical

BELLIGERENT

Phosgsne (50%) &
British
Arsenious Chloride(50%)
Dichlorathyl
Sulphidet (80%)
Gsrman
Carbon Tetrachloride
(20%)
French
British
American
Phosgene (60%) 8t
British
Stannic Chloride (40) French
Methyl Sulphate
French
(75%) &
Chlormathyl
Sulphate (25%)
Nets : - In the mixtures
tions by weight.

EFFECT

MEANSOF PROTECTION

Lethal

Artillery

shell

Vesicant

Artillery

shell

Lethal.
Irritant

Artillery

ahell

Lachrymatory

Artillery

shell

Lethal

’

Irritant
the percentages

indicate

propor-

Phosgane and lighter
giasss could be used at night from
bombing planes for producing casualties
in ca;nps, billets,
rest meas,
and similar placss ,, Lachrymatory gases could be used for harassing
and for forcing the wearing of the mask*
That such use of gas will
since its effect as a harassing
come in any future war is certain,
agent would be entirely
too powerful to be overlooked.
An interesting
thing to remember in this connection is
that if towns are bombed with gas the safest place@ will be the tops
of buildings
since cellars which are safe against high explosives
are death traps for gaa unless the cellars
are hermetically
sealed,
or gas masks worn,
GAS IN HAND GRENADES.
Many attempts have been made to use gas in hand grenades
but with very few results that mm be said to have been vwrth the efMustard gas has been used very fey7 times for exploding in enfort emy dugmts captured during a raid and evacuated immediately thereafter.
Stannic chloride and smokes similar
to the irritant
or
lacbrymatory gases have been used to throw into enemy dugouts and I
thus force the occupants out a It is believed the u8a of these gas
hand
grenades in the future will be xIttlc3 if any more than in the
past with the Possible exception of the rifle
grenade
At best, gas grenades can be said to be minor sid.s issue
of chemical warf&re#
They belong to tha,t class of implements of war
that have an axscellent
ocmmsi~nal u8e7 though the oooasions for
their use are so rare as to make it a great question whether or not
it pays to manufacture,
store and handle them.
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F PROTECTION
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llery
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shell

ARY OF TACTICAL USES OF GAS
Gas Tactics--(General)
*With the rapid increase in the use of gases in war, it is
but particularly
staff
officers,
should
important that all officers,
take up the study of the tactical
use of gases in phases of war*
Gas can never be used properly and to the extent that it should bs
until staff officers
have learned to consider it in allproblems,of
attack and defen&wv
USES OF MUSTARD’GASBY ARTILLERY,

llery

shell

from
rest areas,
harassing
’ gas will

I

trassing
ion

ia

thts tops
osives
’ sealed,

ranades
th the efing in eny therent or
lx3 and ’
ham gas
in the
1 issue
nix5 of war
ns for
r or not

Mui tard gas is of the greatest
importance to the artillery
due to its gkeat persistency
and effectiveness
in very low comcantsat ioner’.
It can be#usclrd everywhere along the front in large quantltter in
ties with safety 3000 yards or m~re from the front line, no
t inued
what direction
the wind is blowing, provided its use is disc
hrse to five d ye prior to the attack in those places to be
Its persistency
d by attacking
troops during the first
day.
h that if three days be not allowed to elapse there may be sufas to force our own troopa to wear masks or be gassed *
as has been thus used it can be followed up with lo
tsncy lethal
nd lachrymatory
gasaa to fill
in the interval
for
the time mustard gas has b en stopped and the tim of the attack,
snamy always to wear a eke, a8 well a@ to
the purpose of forcin
period,
produce wwua
rong
points, such as villages,
small ‘Zaps
It
(b)
and
similar
placss
in
the
zone
of
attack
if
it
is
groves, valleys j
The
firing
of
mustar
nded to attack them directly,
up on these places even during the attack,
thereby f
the enemy to wear masks and otherwise protect himself continuaualy
or
value
In any event, the harassing
evacuate the placssl
will more than pay for its expenditure
by its wear on th
rfering
with thsir fighting
efficiency
while the attack is beA number of such instances occurred in
ing pushed at other points,
If this firthe great offsnsrives
in Fl’anders, and Picardy in 1918.
ing of mustard gas can bs kept up for a weak or ten days the enemy
a continuous succession of relief8
will have only two alternatives,
.
wearing masks or evacuation of the area.
sontinuously
on any area, open or
Mustard
gas
can
be
used
(c)
otherwise within the zone of the attack but which will not,be crossed
In such casos,‘in order that the areas may not
durin g the advance.
be to o prominent,
other gases can be used on the part s of the front *
If some of the other gases be mixed with the musto be attacked
tard gas, the smell of the latter
will be more or less disguised, .and
* the enemy will be unable to tell what areas are left free, ofx mustard
t , I ‘,
EM and thus where the attack will be made.
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nmunicaadvance I
; to be
days after
tnusxing

lions is
1, however,
gases pinme all

e quantilines of
11 times
nt line.
yards it
srds of
8 fired in
nd be
awal will
500 yard8
greater
ame way at
to wear
iv0 to
(

: upon the
practicaltention
oncantranxb8‘I r0E3tJ
isd by
ly lethal
atter
lachry18 respira,y be use
-hour inbombardce and re-

there are no
‘en8en
Th

'

highly
will persist
BWS, with the exception of .chlorop
* * icrin,
wi’ixi’ “foE”“6nj.y &nk to three minutes,
in the open with* a four-mile
making it safe to cro8~ such areas under those ,cj.r cumstances in a few
moments after the bombardment .ceases,
8I
1’’ :’ If’ “the ga&es bs used in thick
wdods j’ the time that should ‘eltip’s’e be‘fdre, it is sa f;1LI,‘vi;i’thout, .a mask
will be at Least three hours &cd ,:ij-L-C;,i’lii&h j”‘&-e’h ches ‘and similar
to three hcjursl ’ “‘if ‘chloropicrin
plU2es fromtwo
these’ times if11 have to be’ doubl6d*’ 1:‘iti .sho&d’ %e remembered, that
the vapor’ Q~Fpoisonous
ases” is, gei%q%iJly ,abcx$ three times ‘a? hs&vy
as air and will thus roll into and”*r$m’a’in’
in deep t&ncI$‘s
I1 *
d .I a*& sini%
lar plalces for two to six hours’ in fairly:
high
concentration
Such
*
I ’
places must be avoided, or else en%red’: ijy p.er’$pns with masks
on,
3* “: ,
These gases when used. in art’illary’,
arp
b&&t0
employed
in
,bursts
of
!
,”
<
t.
. ,I ,. 11, to
produce
caauilties
by
surprise,
fire,
particularly
at night,
through slowness of ad,justmant of masks and confusion,
L

YMATORYAND IRRlTATING GASES.

These are useful to save mustard gas and the highly lethal
gases through forcing the wearing of the mask to protect the eyes
from the lachrymator
and the nose, throat and lungs from the irritating gase8.
The value of these gases arises from the fact that
their irritizting
effect on the eyes CC respiratory
organs is instantaneous and one shell is as good to force the wearing of the mask as
500 to 1000 lethal gas shells,
It should be noted that mustard gas
is effective
in low concentrations,
being in that regard almost equal
to the lachrymatory
gases,
However) it has a delayed action of four
to twelve hours and hence is not available
if it is desired immediit cannot be
Furthermore,
ately to force the wearing of the mask.
used, as previously
stated,
in amms that it is proposed to occupy,
unless its use is atapped three to eight days beforehand9
The lachrymatory and irratating
gases are thus a valuable means of bridging
ov@r the period between stopping tlhe firing
of mustard gas and the
advance, remembering always thlat many lachrymatory
gases are very per*
sistent *
USE OF GAS BY GAS TROOPS”
Although the present tendency of gas warfare indicates
that the future will see possibly 70 per cent of all gas fired from
artillery
shell,
there is still
ia, great field of usefulness for g
troops W Cloud gas is not obsolete.
Due to tins vary high concentrations
obtained by gas clouds and to their cmroaive
effects
on machine guns and small arms as well as on ammunition in general,
it is
one of the moet dreaded forms of gas attack.
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ith ita eight-inch bombs
30
pounds of liquid
multaneously
in groups of savaral
hundred to mweca
ainrst dugouts, villagea,
strong points
and other placsa,.is 8 VW effective
mean8 of using highly lethal
gaBee*
er a cloud attack thglt mu& le;ss atIt
tention must be paid to the diraction
and force of the wind.
a heavy cancantration
of gaa onto a
also afford8 +Ameans of droppin
The firing of these
distant point in a very short i tekval of time..
projector8 comblined with th firing
of other gas eslndhigh ex$osive
ehsll later by the artillery,
gives promise of being an efficient
method of obtaining casualties.

GAS IN DEFENSE.
INTRODUCTORY,
The best defense against any implement of war is a vigorous
This is a military
axiom that canoffense with the same implement.
not be too often, or too greatly emphasized, though like other
axioms it cannot be applied too literally.
It needs a proper interpretation
- the interpretation
varying with time nd circumstbxxw
Otherwise serious disaster may result.
Thus in gas warfare a
This
vigorous offense with gas is the best defense against gas.
does not mean that the enemy”s gas can be ignore&
4
Indeed, it
is more important to make use of all defensive measures against
Gas being he
gas than it is against any other form of attack.
along the ground, Pilling
dugouts, trenches, woods
than air, rolls
and high
and valleys - just tha places that are sa,fest from bullets
There it remains for hours after it has blown away
explosives.
in the open, and, since the very air itself
is poisoned, it is nscassary not only that protection
be general but that it be continuous
during the whole tirzle the gas is present*
EARLIEST PROTECTIVE APPLIANCES,
as was the crudest sort of
The earliept
protection
against
a mask.
The first
gas used was chlorine and since thousands of
people in civil
life were used to” handling it, many British
knew
a4s
hypo-sulphite
of
soda,
would
readily
dasthat certain solutions,
They also knew that if the breath could be drawn through
troy it*
material
saturated with those, aollrtion6,
the chlorine would be destroyed.
Thus it was that ths first
masks were simple cotton, or
of soda SOLUcotton waste pads, which were dipped into hypo-sulphite
These
tions and applisd to the mouth and nose during a gas attack.
due
to
the
long
intervals
bepads were awkward, unsanitary,
and,
itself
tween gas attacka, were frequently
lost, while the solution
The net result of all this was
was often spilled
or evaporatedt
poor prottlction
and disgust with the so-called
masks.
DESIGN OF NEWMASKS!
After using these, or similar
poor xcuaes for a mask, for
a few weeks, the British
designed what was k wn as the P.H.’ helmet.
This was simply a double sack of flannel,
saturated with oils and
It was fitted
with two
chemicals that would destroy chlorine,
celluloid
eye pieces and, at a somewhat later date, with an expiratory valve c In a ga~i attack the sack was pulled over the head
and tucked under the blouse around the neGk, the gas tight fit
being obtained by buttoning
the blouse over the ends of the sack.
Thia P.H. helmet w&s quite succwwful
against chlorine
and, to a
’
during
much lesser extent, againat phosgene, a new gas introduced
pring of 1916,

.

However it was warm and stuffy in summer e- the very time
when gas ia used to the greatest extent - while the chemical.8 in
when combined
the cloth irritatsd
the face and ayes, especially
with some of the poisonous gases.
Probably as a result of experience with oxygen aparatua in
mine rescue work, some Englishman suggested making a mask of which
the principal
part was a box filled
with chemicals and carried on
A flexible
tube conected the box with a mouth-piece
the chest.
Breathing was thus through the mouth and in order to
of rubber r
insure that no air would be breathed in through the nose, a nose *
clip was added.
This, of course, cared for the lungs, but did not protect
wa8 aecured by making a.face-piece
pf
the eyes 1 Their protection
rubberized
cloth with elastics
to hold it tight
against the face.
upon the ability
The efficiency
of this mask depends, then, first
of the facenwpiece to keep out iachrymatory
gases which effect the
eyes, and, second upon a proper combination o$’ chemicals in the box,
to purify
the air drawn into the lungs, through the mouth-+-piece.
It is not considered necessary or desirable her
the details
of construction
of ths mask.
Accordingly
only
the
salient
points will!be
touched upon.
.
CANISTER OR RESPIRATORBOX FILLINCS.
I

The matsrials
of the box, or canister
as it “early became
and soda lime and cement granules moistened
called,
are charcoal,
The soda lime granules and permanwith a permanganate solution
ganate absorb and destroy the gases directly,
while the chtircoal
/
first
absorbs them and later,
absorbing oxygen, allows the latter
to destroy the gases by oxidation.
As time went on tremendous
improvements were made in the quality
of the charcoal,
so that to<wards the end of the war it was felt that the best grades of charcoal might alone be sufficient
4 It is interesting
to note that
the best charcoal is made from hard nuts and the pits of certain
such as the peach,
But even with these nuts and pits the
fruits,
proper heat treatment of charcoal is of the highest importance.’
To get maximum efficiency
the charcoal must be so heated as to ob\ tain maximum porosity
by abstracting
all ails and tars,
The story of gas mask charcoal production
in the United
States is an extremely interesting
one.
Starting
with the knowledge gained in making charcoalfor
ordinary purposes, the work of
manufacture was developed until
at the end of the war charcoal wa8
+ being produced on an enormous scale by methods totally
different,
but far simpler,
Cheaper, and more efficient
than In the early
days +
OBTAINlNG CHARCOALMATERIAL.
When after a year of
protection
of troops against gas
th& charcoal from hard nlxts and
was Btaried in the United States

war it was fully
realized
that the
depended largely
on charcoal and
fruit
pits waE; best, a campaign
to collect
these fruit
pits,
n

the very time
:hemical.s in
3n combined

People not familiar
with the temper of the Americans ridiculed
the idea that enthusiam could be aroused for the saving of peach
that efforts
to do so would simply make the War
pits, stating
Department ridiculous,
The Cheimical Warfare Service, however,
did not believe this and hence launched, through the Red Cross
and other agencies, a public campaign for the saving and storing of
peach and apricot pits,
As to the success of the campaign, suffice,
it to say that ten thousand tons were collected
in California
alone,
In order to reduce transportation
these peach pits at points
distant
from the mask factory
in Long Island City, were made into
crude charcoal in gas furnaces near at hand.
This reduced t?he
and weight to be shipped by about 70%. When it is Gonsi’dered
that not less than 20 *tons of finished
charcoal per day was required
and that the weight of the final product is only about 5% of the
weight of the peach pits used, one can readily realize what a huge
business it was to just supply the daily 400 tons of materials
for
charcoal alone in masks.
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PROTECTIONAGAINST SNEEZING GA&

1

While the charcoal and soda lime granules furnished
an adequate protection
against all known true gases, they did not furnish
protection
against certain smokes or against minute particles
of
liquid gas, Since certain smokes, as stannic chloride,
though not
deadly are so highly irritating
a8 to make life unbearable,
it early
became necessary to devies means for keeping them from going through
the masks * This was done in the first
masks by adding z%sufficient
thickness of cotton batting.
The cotton was usually placed in
three layers alternating
with the charcoal and granuJ.es, as it was
thought the ltitter
would be held in place better by that mean&
Sometime after stannic chloride
c@,meinto use the Germans
started firing
shells containing
a small quantity
of diphenylchlorarsine, popularly
known as YSneezing Gas”. This is not a true gas
upon the
but a solid and as the solid material
reacted unfavorably
high explosive it was necessary to separate the two by placing the
dipb.enylchlorarsine
in bottles,
The sizes of these bottlas
for
ch caliber
of shell wfare such that they would permit of about
a half inch of high explosive all around the bottle and about two
inches both above and below the ends,
This diphenylchlorarsine
is an exceedingly powerful irritant.
It causes an intense burning sensation and a&e in the nose and
temples arid, a burning sensation in the throat and lungs,
It is
V@rY seldom fatal,
however, since the concentration
obtainable
from
shell fire in the field
is high enough to ~ausa death only on extremely rare occasions.
It does, however, cause such severe coughing and sneezing, with vomiting in the higher conccntratian,
that it
occasionally
causes the removal of the mask, thus permitting
the
gassing of’ the victim by poisonous gases sent over for that purpose.
This last result was probably the main object of the German in beginnin
the ~8e of diphenylchlorarsine.
He undoubtedly cantlnued
masks even
Hs use because he knew that it penetrated the first
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when Pitted with sufficient
cotton battin
to keep out stannic
still
it might seriously
chloride t and, while it might not kill,
affect
the morale of troops.
The effect lasts only a very few
hours, usually two to four, but the German reasoned that even that
length of time would probably pay for the ammunition expended through
disorganizing
troops standing ready to repel an attack,
CHOICE OF hMASRSFOR U. S. TROOPS.

*
.

When it became necessary with the creation of a Chemical
Warfare Service in France in August, 1917, to decide upon a mask
for American troops J there were available
for purchase two types the British
type referred
to above and the French M2. The French
M2 consisted essentially
of 32 layers of cloth impregnated with
various chemicals and oils through which the air was breathed both
in and out,
The chemicals and oils were chosen for thsir ability
The mask was of course fitted
with
to absorb and destroy gases,
eye-pieces and elastics
to go around the head in order to bind the
face-piece
firmly to the face and thus get gas tightness,
even under
the pressure of breathing,
This mask was quite effective
against
iald concentrations
of most gases, but was utterly
inordinary
adequate to cars for the high concentration
of phosgene obtained in
the front line from cloud gas or from projector
gas attacks.
It
was also poor against chlorpicrin.
The M2 was, however, very light
and easy to carry anal moreover was deemed sufficient
to&protect
against concentrations
of cloud gas even, at points more than five
nt from the front line.
Furthermore,
it was felt desirable
at first . to have an
ry or emergency mask in addition
to the principal
one, for
Accordinguse in case the principal
mask was worn out or damaged.
ly both types of masks were adopted and the day after the writer
took charge of the Chemical Warfare Service on August 22, 1917,
100,000 of each were purchased, although there were than only tan
or twelve thousand American troops in France requiring
masks
Later additional
masks of both kinds were purchased to tid@ ov
the American troops until a sufficient
quantity
of the British
type masks could be manufactured in the United States,
The total
of British
masks purchased amounted to about ?OO,OOOn
However, within a comparatively
short time aft
troops got into the front line it was realized
that a secon
inferior
in protect on to the first
was highly undesirable.
During
a gas attack men se med to acquire an uncontrollable
desire to
shift from one mask to the other.
This shifting
in nearly every
case resulted
in a casualty.
We then came rapidly
to the conclusion
and that one the best that
that one mask oniy should be’furnishsd,
could bs made, and then to impress upon the soldier
the fact that
his life depended upon the care he took of his mask, This proved
tc bs an entirely
sound conclusion as the number of men
-- 4
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that
through

An interesting
prmf
injuries
to the mask vva~ compRrat,ivsly
was shown by the
of the value the soldier placed upon his
stragglers
in
of equipment hrown away by 10,000 British
artiClW3
Of the articles
thus
the great German offan ivs of March, 1918,
Qrown away the gas mask Came at the foot of the list,
with only
The
steel
helmet
is
said
to
have
come
next
with
800 missing.
s
about 4,000 misaingb
SIZES OF FACES FOR MASKS.
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When adopting the British
respirator
in August, LQl?, it
was decided that the American face as well as the American stature
~3s probably larger than the English.
Accordingly
inquiry was made,
in regard to the sizes of masks issued to the Canadians as it was
thought probably they required a greater proportion
of the larger
size masks than did the English.
When prescribing
the relative
of each size of mask to be furnished Americans, the
quantities
Canadian requirements were takan aiF a base but with the larger sizes
incmxmed slightly
over the Canadian sequirementse
As a matter of
fact
BVWI thsac3 incwxssa proved considerably
toa small 80 that the
numbers in the two sizes above normal had to be OinalLy more than
.
doubled e
GERMANAND FRENCHA. R. S, MASK,
The German very early, perhaps even before the war, had inVQTJVU~a mask utilixJ~ng the principle
of the British
mask, with a
box containing
chemi(:a1,s and charcoal,
to breath through.
Instead,
how;c3ver, af cm-rying thia box in a separate compartment on the chest,
he attached it directly
to the face~~piece in front of the mouth.
This mask is a slmpls one, fairly
light and fairly
efficient.
It has
neitY~er autl.wt nor j,n163t val.ve, the air being both inspired and $xThe French
1
pj.rcd dirsotly
through the chemicals and charcoal.
ht SO highly of this type of mask that in the summer of 1,917
T*hey began experiments anit, finally
perfected on6 mada on Zlhe @ama
valve to
eneraJ principle,
axcsp?-, that they added an expiratory
thro
avoid forcing
the air out
h the Chemicala.
This was to increase the life of the Chemica
and to decrease the rise in the
resistancs
of the box Turin
long wear, due to moisture accrmulating in ths chemical8 and charcoal.

I
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TXSSOTMASK.

I

It should be stated that another was early invented by a
Frenchman named Tissot and that this mask wa8 more comfortable
and
on the whole gave better protection
than any other.
It had a EM‘parat;q both for chemicals carriAd on the back and as it omitted the
mouth-piece and nose-clip,
provided for natural breathing.
It i8
also arranged so rns to bring ths dry inspired air over the ayle-pieces,,
tQ aweep off any moisture that collec$~ there,
It thus keeps the

:
j

.

eye-piecss clear under nearly all conditions
of ~1~18~ This clearness of vision was a tremendous improvement over anything then in xiatence and was so highly desirable
that work was at once started in
the4marican
Gas S8rvice in France to design a’mask suitable
for
field conditions,
but embodyin this principle,
Th Tfs8ot IIW&
with a large cumbersome box, and no
had a pure rubber face-piece,
,@uitable carrying
case. It was thus too frail,
too clumsy, and too
heavy for general issue to troops in the lines.
The rubber was
box added too much weight Loathe soldier’s
easily torn,
load a HOWeV8r, it was issued by the French and Americans to large
numbers of special observers in lookout stations,
and to artkl$rymen ‘and others awho had time to adjust the mask properly and to take
suitable
care of it*
OBJECTIONSTO GERMANTYPE MASK.
The American Gas Service felt from the be inning that a de’
8ign which attached tha box of chemicals to the face-piece
was unsince it did not allow proper flexibility
for insound in principle,
creasing the size of the box to care for new gases. Furthermore,
the weight of the box during movement caused the face-piece
to awing
This interfered
with vision and tended
slightly
from side to side.
to lift
tha face-piece
away from the face and allow gas to enter.
That the objections
of the American Gas Service to this type were
corr’act was proved by the difficulty
encountered toward tha end of
the war by both the French and the Germans in trying to provide a
suitable
filter
for protection’
against particulate
clouds and the.
an’d diphenylchlorarsine.
smokes, such as stannic chloride
STRUGGLE,BETWEENMASK AND GAS.

’

en the mask and poisonous gases, we have the old
struggle
of the battleship
armor against the armor-piarcin
While thie armor-piercing
projectile
hrJls always h
jsctile.
it is just the rev8rs8 with gasss.
The
little
the be
gas mask has
just’s
little
better than the gases, 80 that
very
Paw ca8u
ocwrred
through failure
of ths mask itsalf.
This margin of safety has never been any toa great, and .tha
and enthusi
had a margin at all is due to the energy, skill
those developing and manufacturing
masks in England, France
particularly
in ths UnSted States.
Howev8r, the mask lat the bcsst?is uncomfortable,
causes some
1088 ot’ vigor, and even with the very best American masks there is
The wearing effect on troops results mostly
8~m0 loss in visionl
from the increased resistance
in breathing.
Accordingly
a tremendous amount of study and effort
was: made to decrease this breathing
In the English type masks this resistance
was equal to
resistance.
the vacuum required to rai8s a column of water about four and onethe sulphite
paper to protect againat diphenylhalf inches.
This put
chlorarains
increaaeq this resistance
by about one inch.

18x1in sxi&
ted in
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znd na
and too
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fisr’s
3 large
tillery,
to take

a heavy burden an the wearer of the mask whenever it was necessary
for him to do any manual labor while wearing it.
In addition
sarl,ier
masks left a good deal to& be desired in the way of reducing resistance by proper sized tubes, angles and valves through which the air
was drawn e This was much more easily overcome than reducing the
resistance
through the chemicals and charcoal and the materials
for
protection
against diphenylchlorarsine
In the latest type canister,
devised after long trials
for the American forces, this resistance
was brought down to about two inches of water,
What this reduction
in resistance means no one knows except one who has worn the old mask
with its mouth-piece and four to six inches’ resistance
and has then
replaced that mask for one through which he breaths naturally
with
only two inches’ resistance,
DESIGN OF NEWAMERICAN,MASK,
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The American Gas Servic feLt from the beginning that the
mouth--piece and nose-clip
must be abandoned and bent every effort
toward getting a mask perfected for that purpose.
The English opposed
this view fiercely
for nearly a year,
This position
on the part of
the English was nlore clr less natural.
They developed their mask in
the beginnin Q for protection
against cloud gas, In those days the
opposing trenchas were close together,
Moreover, front line trenches
were quite strongly manned, The result was that a large number of
men were exposed to a very high concentration
of gas, but - and
highly important -- for a short period anly.
Inasmuch as the German
feared this cloud gas even more than the English there wa8 no danger
of his attacking
in it,
The English rules of conduct during a gas
attack called for all movement to stop and for every man to stand
ready until t&a cloud. passed. Accordingly,
the man was breathing
the easiest po~M.bl.e and hence did not suffer particularly
fro*m the
resistance.
MUSTARDGAS.
With the advent of mustard gas, however, the whole general
scheme of protection
changed. Mustard gas r as is wall known, is
effective
in extremely low concentrations
and has very great persis* tency,
In dry warm weather mustard gas scattered on the ground and
shrubbery will not be fully evaporated for two to three days and
accordingly
will give off vapors *that not only burn the lungs and eyes
but the soft moist parts of the skin as well.
In cool, damp
weather the gas remains in dangerous quantity
for a week and occasionally longer.
Since this gas, in liquid form, evaporate8 too slowly
for use in gas clouds, it is used altogether
in bomba and shells,
Accordingly
it could be expected to be and actually
is fired at all
ranges from the front line to nearly eightmiles
back of that line.
Henc;e, with the coming of mustard gaq the need for protection
changed from high protection
for a short period ta moderate protection
for very long periods.
Indeed, mustard gas makes it necessary for

men to wear m sks just as long as they remain ifi an area infected
with6 it.
There is till
occasional need for high protection
for
short periods I but with the increase in the efficiency
of charcoal
alone it is found that the amount of charcoal and chemicals in the
canister
can be very greatly
reduced and still
maintain sufficient
protection
for the high concentrations
encountered in cloud gas
and projector
attacks.
l

EXHAUSTIONAND MALINGERING,
It seems physically
impossible for the ordinary man to
wear the British
mask with its mouth-piece and nose-clip’more
than
six to eight hours and vast numbers are unable to even do that.
How
were suffered through men losing theirmany thousand of casualtiea
of the mouth-piece
mental balance from exhaustion and the discomfort
and nose-ccllp no one knows. Such men tore off th
that they would rather die than endure the torture
of wearing it longer I Furthermore,
the poor visidn of this mask led to the habit of
taking the face-piece
off while still
leaving the mouth-piece and
nose-clip
in place,
This gave protection
to the lungs, but exposed
the eyes, and as mustsrd gas affects
the eyes very readily this alone
led to thousands of casualties.
There ‘was another interesting
side
to this situation.
The malingerer
who wanted to get out of the front
line and was willing
to take any action, however cowardly, to achieve
that end, deliberately
removed the face-piece
and thus suffered
gaesing of the eyes, The effect of mustard gas soon became so wall
known that the malingerer knew gassing of the eyes never resulted
in
death or’ permanent loss of sight,
With the new type of Americ
mask, the protection
of eyes and lungs depends solely upon the fit
around the face and no such playing with the mask can be done*
Without gbing into further
det ils in regard to ma&s it is
8ufficient
to state that at the end the Americans had produced a mask
thoroughly
comfortable,
giving complete protection
against gases and
smoke clouds, and one that was easy to manufacture on the huge scale
(fifty
to seventy-five
thousand per day) which was necessary to provids masks for an Army of three to four million
men in the field.
PROTECTIONIN WAR IS RELATIVE ONLY.
‘%.
Napoleon is credited with saying/In
order to make an omelet,
it is necessary, to break some eggs?
Every student of war realizes
that casualties
cannot be avoided in battle and yet one American
Staff Officer went so far as to refuse to us8 gas offensively
unless
the Chemical Warfare Service could absolutely
guarantee that not a
si’ngle American casualty could occur under any circumstances.
This
same idea early got into the heads of thelaboratory
workers on
masks * They seemed to feel that if a single gas casualty occurred
through failure
of the mask, their work would be a failure
or at
least they would be open to severe criticism.
Accordingly
efforts
were made to’perfect
masks and to perfect protection
regardless
of
I

’

the discomfort
imposed upon the wearer of the mask. This idea
worker who ~CCUSwas very difficult
to eradicate I The laboratory
tomes himself to experiment with a particular
thing forget8 that he
davelopes an ability
to endure discomfort,
that is not possible of
attainment
by the ordinary man in the time available
for his training,
Furthermore,
if the need for such training
can be avoided
This applies to the mouth-piece
it is of course highly desirable.
to elastics
that c&se undue discomfort
of’ the British
respirator;
to the face; to the nose-clip
and to the large boxes that cause too
great rasistancs
to breathing,
It may be taken a8 a general rule that when protection
re-or becomes so much of a burden that the average
quiree SO much effort
ma,n cannot or will not endure it, it is high time to find out what
the averaga man wi1,1. stand and then provide it Eden if some casualtiaa
Protection
in battle
is always relative.
A man who cannot
result,
balance protection
against legitimate
risk has no business pawing
cm arms, equipment or tactics
to be used in battle.
TRAINING q

c

t,au ht the Allies
i3i tter
axperience
as well a8 the Amsricans
that no Jnatter how efficient
the gas mask and other defsnsiv
ancet3, they would not take the place of thorough and constant trainat firat
was to get American
ing I One of the greatest difficulties
troops to realize that, a, thing as invisible
as gas, with in many
cases no offensive
sm@ll and producing no immediate discomfort,
could
and constant reiteratxon
of
be dead1.y VI Nothing but constant drill
these dan6~ers could get this fact impressed on them. Indeed it never
was impressed sufficiently
in any of the earlier
divisions
of American
troops in the Une to prevent their taking such chances that each
division
suffered
heavy loss on one or more occasions from gas a%*.
tacks,
A great deal of emphasis had besn placed by the English upon
the adjustment of the mask in the shortest poseible tima, this time
The
set at six second8 after ths aIlarm.
having been off’icial&!
Americans in adopting the mask in toto naturally
ha,d ta a.dopt the
Expsrisnccs,
however,
rules for adjusting
it and wearing it
to attain
too groat speed
ta.ught us in n few months that the effort
in
the soldier
and to rssult
.waa dangsrous @ It tended to rattle
poor adjustmant of the mask, both of which led to casualtIss.
Accordingly
in our latest instructions
for defense against gas all
reference
to six seconc?s was eliminated
and emphasis placed on the
necessity
of accurate adl;iustment of the mask, IIInasmuch as any man,
practical&y
without offort
or previous drill,
CWI hold 1:lj.s breath
the mask
For “r,wanty seconds v thR noscl For great speed in adjusting
1s not apparent.

PSYCHOLOGYIN TRAINING.

While t’he import nce of impressing upon the soldier the
of gas was early appreciated it was deemed necessary not to
make him unduly afraid of the gas
However, as gas defense trainin
in our Army got a big start over gas offense training,
this became a matter of very great importance.
In fact, due to a variety
for
of causes, training
in the offensive use of gas was not available
any troops until after their arrival
in France.
resulted
in
officers
and men looking upon the gas game, so far as they were indiYidually
concerned 1 as one of defense only.
Accordingly
after
their
arrival
in France it beca~lzevery difficult
not only to get 8o~11e
of our officers
to,take up the offensive use of gas but even to get
them to permit its use along the front they commanded.
Notwitstanding
all the care taken in training
American8 in
gas defense there arose an undue fear of the gas that had to be overcome in order to get our troops to attack close enough to their own
gas to make it effective,
This applied to the use of gas by artillery
However, it should be said that
ae well as to its use by gas troops.
in every instance where gas was once used on an American front all
officers
in the Division,
or other unit, affected by it were always
thereafter
strongly
in favor of it,
danger

.

GERMANPROBLEMSIN GAS TRAINING,

The Germans also had serious troubles of their own over the
psychology of gas training.
As stated elsewhere they were using
mustard gas nearly eleven months before the Allies began using it.
During that time, for purpose of morale 1 if not sheer boastfulness,
the Germans told their men that mustard gas could not be made by
that it was by far the -:qorst thing the war had produced the Allies;
that statement they were correct - and that they would win
and
in
L
the war with it - in *which statement they were far from correct (i
When the Allies began sendin it back to them they had to reverse
their
teachings and tell their men that mustard gas was no worse than
’ anything
else, that they need&t be afraid of it and that their maska
and other protective
appliances gave full protection
against it.
They thus had a problem in psychology wk’ >h they never succeeded* in
Indeed there- is no question but that the growing
fully
solving.
fear orf gas in the minds of t12e German is one of the reasons that
prompted him to his early capitulation.
P
.
HOLDING THE BREATH.
l

The first
regulations
and those in general use up to near
tha close of hostilities,
prescribed that the soldier should hold
hi E?J
breath and adjust his mask. It seemed impossible to overcome
.
the rmtural. infwence
that *‘hoHA.ng the breath’ meant first
the
drawing of a ful‘T. breath‘@his WASobviously highly dangerous if
-10“-

GAS AT NIGHT.
131 the early days it was very diPficult
to get officers
to
realize
tha absoltite necessity of night drill
in the adjmtmmt
of
the mask e For various xwwx118, including
surprise,
al-3 at Lacks
e probably eighty to ninety per cent of the time axried out at
Undsr such conditions
confusion ir! the a,~djmtmmt of the
mask is inevitable
wj,,thout a great deal of pra(ztfce before hand,
especially
i5.m duty in tsenches with narrow spaces and sharp projecting
cornwx.
There we nuner~txs instances of men waking up and
getting
excited, who not cmly gassed themselves, but in tImir dad
efforts
to find their rilasks, or to escape from the gas, knocked
u thers down : disarranging
their masks aM causing the gassing of
from on6 to thrtie or four additional
men. The co~fusicm 4lr>rersnt
in any gas attack was heightenad j.n the iatter, stags8 of the war by
heavy shrn.pmX and high ~xpld~
’
L bQLVe
barragers
that
axconpa,nied
nsw1.y
all pro@mtmr
am3 cllmxd. gas attacks.
This shrapne1 and h&7:1
t. explosive barrage was put do\rrn for that very purp~so and ~a8 continued
for three or four- haurs to cause exhaustim
and remcmal of the mask
and to pr*@v@ntge%ting the gassed patients
out of tX?G gassed 8rea.
ECTION OF GASES.

high explosive and shrapnel tends to obscure these odors and make
them more difficult
of detection,
DECEPTIVE GASES,
A great deal of thought was given toward the end of the w
to the sutjact of deceptive gases which could by powerful or peculiar
This masking wa8 to deceive the
odors mask the dangerous gases.
enemy when dangerous gases were present or to admit an attack without masks while the enemy was wearing his through thinking
there was
a dangerous gas when as a matter of fact none existed.
In gas warfare,
the German, ae well a8 the Allies,
was exercising
his ingenuity
in devising new and startling
methods of
A wsll known trick with the German w&s to firs
making gas attacks.
against green troops, in congases for ssvmal days, particularly
When he felt that he had
centrations
so slight as to do no harm,
lulled those troops to a sense of -the ineffectiveness
of his gas,
In spite of the warning
he sent over a deadly concentration.
g
that this was what was happening, he often achieved too great a
Before the war closed, however, the Am8riCan was bsginnsuccess.
ing to out-think
and out-wit
the German in this method of warfare,
”
I
MUSTARDGAS BURNS.

.

With the advent of mustard gas which burned the body, a new V
At ‘first
it was
and serious difficulty
in protection
arose
thought mustard gas burned 0n1y~ when the liquid from the bursting
This was unshell actually
splashed on -the clothing
or skin.
The gas itf3elf rapidly
fortunately
soon found to be not true.
penetrates clothing
and burns the akin even when the concentration
of the gas is very low.
Probably the majority
of burns from
mustard gas arose from concentrations
of gas conrsisting of less
Furtherthan one part of gas to five hundred thousand of air I
more, the gas is fully’fifty
per cent. cumulative in its effects,
over a period of hours
that is, in extremely low concentrations
it will produce more than fifty
per cent the affect that a’far
higher concentration
would produce in a relatively
shorter time.
The Allies were not long in discovering
that oilcloth,
such as is used in many places throughout the United States on
camp and kitchen tables,
afforded very complete protection
ag
This
ordinary
oil
cloth,
however,
wae
too
thick,
too
mustard gas r
hot and too heavy for general use,
Experiments soon @howed that
cloth thoroughly
impregnated with boiled linseed oil oil would IV@
protection.
In order to make this protection
more perfect a
certtiin amount of paraffin
was addedAll this made the clothin
rather stiff
and always uncomfortable
Notwithstanding
these discomforts,
hundreds of thousands of oiled suite, and
hundreds of thousands of pairs of oiled gloves were made and issued
to artillery
troops, and to troops especially
charged with handling
mustard gas shmells, or to those employed in destroying
mustard gas
in shell holes by spreading chloride
of lime over them,

I* *~
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The importance of protection
a ainst mustard gas burns led
to sxtensive researches being,made with a view to finding a cloth
which would be comfortable and porous and while stopping mustard
gas would yet be sufficiently
durable and comfortdbla
to be issued
to infantry
troop8 a8 well a8 to rtillery
and other special troops.
This, it is understood, had been achieved, just prior to the Armi8#tics.
Still
more desirable
would be the discovery of a chemical
substance which could be applied to all uniforms and Army clothing
and thus protect
the regulation
clothing
against the penetration
of
for that
mustard gas J and thereby avoid carrying extra clothing
special

purpose 9

PROTECTINGTROOPSBY MOVING THEM FROM INFECTED AREAS,
As soon as it wa$ fully realized
th t mustard gas persisted
to run complete reliefs
of men into
for several days it wa8 decided
.
and out of areas that had been heavily shelled with mustard gas, or
to completely evacuate the area.
bettar still,
where practi
inasmuch a8 the gas is dan
to friend and foe a’l,ike this m&had
wa8 comparatively
safe and
sed to a very considerable
extent.
With the warfare of movement that existed over most of the active
front throughout the season of 1918, this moving of troops out of infected areas became highly important and when skillfully
done often
resulted
in a great saving of troops and at the same~time prevented
the enemy receiving
any particular
tactical
advantage from his mustard gas attacks,
s to
There was one very excellent
example of this a few
of ”
the northwest of Chateau Thierry prior to the counter-offen
shelled with musJuly 18, 1918. At that time the.Gsrmans heavily
tard gas four or five small woods and two or thses villages.
It
was necessary for the men to stay in these woods during the day, as
they afforded the only protsction
obtainable
from machine gunitS, shrapAt the tima this occurred American gas
nel aid high explosive.
officxrxa generally
understood the necessity for getting troops out
all began searching for
of a mustard gas infected area* Accordingly
instance the
cm safe from the mustard gas, In one particular
gas officer
of a regiment discovsred that a
rtion
of the woods his
men were in was free from the ga8, and the r imental commander
into the free area,
promptly following
his advice moved his troo
‘As a result of’ this prompt action the re j.m@nt had only four light
ere several hundred mustard
gas casualties I although all told there
the number per thousand generally
gas casualties
in this attack,
from ten to twenty times that of the thousand men just msntiomd.
,
MIXING POISONOUSGASES*
0; this a8 well’ as other occasion8 the Germans fired some
diphosgene and Blue Cross (Sneezing gas), as wall as mustard gas,
This added to the difficulty
of determining
areas free from the
-a3L

In .the future such mixing of poisonous gases may always
gases which have no value other than
he expected and, in addition,
that of masking the poisonous OM~S fired,
While with practically
safe while
all
gases
except
mustard gas a man is comparatively
breathing
a concentration
very noticable
to the sense of smell,
theonly
safe rule with mustard gas is to consider as dangerous any
cbncentration
that cans be smelled.
For the reason that thia gas persists
longer in shaded areas,
.
woods are always to be avoided, where practicable,
and also since all
gases being heavier than air tend to ~11 into depressionsand
There have been a number of
valleys,
they should also be avoided,
C~SCH where batt ries in hallows
or valleys suffered severeauthentic
ly from mustard gas, while troops on nearby knolls or ridges were
in the amount of shelling
comparatively
free, though the difference
of the two places was not noticable.
Of great importance with all gases is the posting of a
sufficient
number of sentries
around men sleeping within the range
The worst projector
gas attack against the Americans
of gas shell.
was one where the projectors
were landed among a group of dugouts conwas a very heavy
men asleep without ssntries e The result
coupled with a high death rate, the men being gassed
casualty list,
in their sleep before they were awaksnede
latter8
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DESTRUCTIONOF MUSTARDGAS.
Prior to the introduction
of mustard gas all that was netThus
sssary to get rid of gas was to thoroughly
ventilate
the spot*
simply
in trenches and dugouts, fires were found to be very efficient,
In the early days,
because they produced a circulation
of air,
‘sort of canvas scoop, was used
the Ayrton fan,
ramong the British,
to throw the gas out of the trenches.
While this was taken up in
since it was
the American Service 1 it did not become very important,
found that under ordinary atmosphgric condition8
natural ventilation
soon carried the gas out of the trench proper, while fires in dugouts
Likewise the Ayrton fan
were far more efficient
than the fans,
smacked too much of trench warfare which had reached a dondition
of
93taXemat0~~, - a condition
that never appealed to the Americans
and a condition
that it is hoped never will,
With mustard gas, however, conditions
were entirely
changed,
Th$s liquid having a very high boiling: point and evaporating
very
slowly) remains for days in the earth and on vegetation
and other
sprinkled
with it,
material
This wa8 particularly
true in shell
holes where the force of the explosion drove the gas into the earth
around the broken edges of the hole.
While many substances were’
experimented with, that which proved best and most practical
under
all conditions,
was chloride
of lime.
This was used to sprinkle
,-in shell holes, on floors
of dugouts and any other places where the
liquid might be splashed frorh bursting
shells.
It was also found
very desirable
to have a small box of this at the entrance to each
dugout, so that a person who had been exposed to mustard gas could
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thoroughly
coat his shoes with it and thus kill
the mustard gas
that collected
in the mud on the bottom and sides of his shoes,
CARRYINGMUSTARDGAS ON CLOTHING,

%

There are many instances where the occupants of dugouts were
assed from the gas on the shoes and clothing
of men entering the
ugout
Not only occupants of dugouts were thus gassed but a number
of nurse8 and doctors were gassed while working in closed rooms over
patients
suffering
from mustard gas poisoning,
Even under the conditions
of warfare existing where the Americans wer@ generally
in
action,
the quantity
of chloride of Mme required amounted ta
several hundred tons per month which had to be shipped from the
Chloride of lime was also very convenient to have at
United States
hand around shell dumps for the purpose of covering up leaky shells,
though rules for handling mustard gas shells usually prescribsd
that
be fired and where that was not practicable
to bury them at
th
10 t five fast under the surface of the ground.
This depth was
not 80 much for the purpose nf getting rid of the gas as it was to
get tba shell SQ dsap imto the ground that it would nat be a danger
in any cxltivation
that might later take placel
l

l

MUSTARDGAS IN COLD WEATHER.
about ways of
Much was learned toward the end of the VzFQzr
etting through or around are s infected with mustard gas, For inatanca if mustard gas be fired when the weather is in the nei
hood of freezing
or somawhat below, it will r6main on the gro
night with so little
evaporation as not to be dangerous.
The same
will
he true during the oay time if the weather is cloudy as well as
cald v If, however, the days are bright and the nights cold, mustard
gassed arlcsas cetn be safely crossed by troops at night provided care
ia taken in brush and bushes to protect the feet and clothing
from
the liquid
splashed on bushes.
If the Bun comes out warm in the
such areas may be quite dangarous for three to four hours
ng sunup and indeed for S;he greater part of the day. Quite
& large number of casualties
were ascribed to this f ct in the heavy
attack on the British
front w-ast of Cambrai just prior to the great
German drive against
Amisns Ma,Jrch 21, 1918.
I

DEGASSINGUNIT%
Since mustard gas has a greatly delayed action it was found
that if men who had been exposed to it could be given a thorough
bath with soap and water within a half hour or even a full hour, tha
mustard gas burns would be prevented or Vgry greatly reduced in
sevarity,
Accordingly
degassing units w&-e developed consisting
essentially
of a 5 ton truck with a 1200 gallon water tank, fitted
with an instantaneous
heater and piping to oonneot it to portable
shower baths - Another truck was kept loaded with extra suits of

mustard gas attack anywhere in the division,
one of thes
would be rushed to that vicinity
and the men brought out of the line
At , ;
*and given a bath and change of clothing
as 8oon as possible,
‘the
same
time
they
were
given
a
drink
of
bicarbonate
of
soda
&Uxr
*
and their eyes, ears, mouth and nasal pasa gee washed with the same,
‘9

PROTECTINGFOOD FROMMUSTARDGAS,

It was very early learned that mustard gas, or minute par-;.
tioles
of the liquid gas settling
on fo
be burned if the food were eaten, just
This made it necessary
of the body are burn d from gas in the air
* then to see that all food liable
to, exposure to mustard gas attacks
and tarred paper for box linings
or tops was found
was protected,
by the Gas Service to furnish
one of the cheapest and most available
.
meanB of doing this

)
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ALARM SIGNALS*
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Numerous, indeed, were the devices invent
at one time or
arly devised
another with which to sound gas alarms,
the Strombos horn, a sort of trumpet oper
essed air conIts note is penetratned in cylinders
carried for that purpose.
for three or four miles.
and can be heard, under good conditions,
which occurred only at intervals
of two to
When cloud gas attacks,
four months, were the only gas atlaNw
to be feared, it was easy
enough to provide for alarm si ~1s by methods as cumbersome and technically
delicate
BS the Strombos horn
With the advent of shell gas in general, and mustard gas in
This
particular,
the number of gas attacks increased enormously.
it not only impossib e, but inadvisabl
also, to furnish auf%11 gas alarms; a0 as shell attacks are.
cient Strombos horns for
comparativdy local.
ch case8 if the
omboe horn is usad to
ive warning it causes troops who are long distames out of the area
attack&d to take precautions
against gas with consequent interference
with their work or fighting*
To meet these loctll conditions
metal shell cases were first
were
hung up and the alarm sounded on them. Later steel triangles
later date the large policeman’s
I
used in 6he same way. At a still
rattle,
well known in Europe, was adopted and following
that the
As the warfare of movement developed the portability
’
Klaxon horn.
For those reasons
of alarm apparatus became of prime importance.
the Klaxon horn and the police rattle
were having a race for popu-larity
when the Armistice was signed.
A recent gas alarm invention
that gives promise is a small
siren-like
whistle fired into the air like a bomb: It is fitted
with
a parachute which keeps it from falling
too rapidly when the bonab
Its tone is said to be very penetratexplodes and sats it free.
made

l
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ing and to be quite effective
ovcw an ample area.
Since future
gas alarm signals must be efficient
and must be portable the lighter
and more compact they can be made the 7jetter, and hence the desirability
of parachute whistl8S or similar small handy alarms.
*

4.

ISSUING NEWMASKS.
One of the problems that remained unsolved at the end of
the ,war was how to determine when to issue new boxes, or canisters,
for masks L One of the first
questions asked by thrd soldier
is hoov
long his mask is good in gm, and how long when worn in drill
where
there is no gas (I This information
is of course dacldadly important,
Obviously,
however, it is impossible to tell how long a canister will
last in a gas attack, unless the concentration
of gas is known, >that is, the life of the box is longer or shorter as the concentration
of gas is weak or he
A realizatio
of this need led mask designera to work very
hard long before the necessity for comfort in a mask was as fully
realized
as it was at the end of the war, to increase the length of
life of She canister.
To get longer life they increased the
chemical8 and this in turn increased the breathing
resistance
thereby adding to the discomfort
of the soldier when wearing the mask.
Finally,
however, it was found that in the concentration
of gas en-countered on an average in the field,
the life of the comparatively
small American boxes was sl;lffici,ent
to last fifty
to one hundred
hours, which fs longer than any gas attack or at’ least gives time to
get out of the gassed area*
The Britieh
early appreciated
the necessity of knowing whan
boxes should be seplaced.
They accordingly
devised the scheme of
furnishing
with each mask tz very small booklet tied to the carrying
casc~ in which the soldier could not only enter a complete atatsmsnt
time he had worn the mask but also the statement as to whether
in gas or for dri‘I.1 purposes only,
The soldier w&s then
taught that if he bad worn the mask, say for forty hours, he should
get a new box.
But the scheme didn’t work,
In fact,
it was one
of those thinga which forsight
might have shown wou1cW-t; work.
ed, any man who in the Ilall of battle can keep such a record
should be at once awarded a Distinguished
Service Madal,
completsly,
as warfare deyslaped not only were all kinds of gas
shslls sent over in a bunch but they were accompanied by high explosive, shrapnel and anything else in the way of trouble that the
isnsnemy gossesssdI
A man near the front line, under those conditiona,
had all he could do and frequsntly
nor-8 than he could do, to get
his mask on and keep it on while doing his bit.
Consequently he
to record how long he
had no time, even if ha had the inclination,
had worn th8 mask in the various gases.
In thisaconnection,
after tha Armistice was ai ned we in the
10,000
field wera requested to obtain for experim nt;al purposes
canisters
that had basn used in battle,
Each was to be labeled with
the length of time it had been worn in or out of gas, and if in gas,

I

This
the name of each gas and the tims the m sic was worn in it+
request is just a sample .of what is asked by those who do not realize
one trip to-the fropt would have convinced the
field
conditions,
one making the request of the utter impossibility
of complying with
it, for really no man knows how long he wears a mask in gas. With
gals as common and as difficult
to detect (when intermingled
with
high bcplosive gases and other smells of the battle field)
as i
end of the war, each man wore the mask just as long as he could,
simply a0 a matter of precaution,
Before hostilities
ceased we were trying out a method of
calling
ii say fifty
canisters
per diviaion
once a week for test in
f the tests showed the life of the canisters
to
the laboratory,
While we did not have
be short nsw cani ters would be issued,
opportunity
to. try out this plan, it gave promise to being the best
the only
- that could be done, With gas becoming an every day affair,
other alternative
would seem to be to make issues of new boxes at
On the other hand there are no definite
records
stated interwla.
of casualties
occuring from the exhaustion of the chemicals in tha
IxnL Undoubtedly some did occur, but they were very, very few.
In
or the box became rusted through
nearly all cases the ask got injured,
before the chemicals

1

i

t was

TONNAGEAND NUMBEROF MASKSREQUIRED.
It will probably be a shock to most people to learn that
with more than two million
men in France vve required nearly 1500
This tonnage was increasing,
rather
txs of gas material per month,
to Cover protective
suits, gloves, pastes, and
than decreasing,
type respirator
chloride
of lime, a8 well as masks, The British
The active part of
was estimated to last from four to six months,
the* war, in which the Americans took part, was too short to deterThe indications
were,however,
mine whether this was correct
or not.
ting periods,
Considering
rest
periods
t:hat
it
was
about
right,
,
and sti”ffWith the new American mask, with its much
e considerably
the chances are that the life w
er face material,
increased although the more constant use of the mask will probably
A longer life of mask would of
c*0fs8% its greater durability.
Coure;re be a decided advantage as it would not only reduce tonnage,
The estibut would reduce manufacturing
and distribution
as well.
s on which we were working at the end looked forward to requiring from the TJnited Stat86 about one-third
pound per man per day for
all troops in France, in order to keep them supplied with gas defense material
and with the gases used offensively
by gas troops.
A’11 gas shell, hand grenades, etc., used by other than gas troops reqwired tonnage in additional
to the above I

Smoke was rapidly
becoming one of the most important new davelopments in warfare * While it had been known for many yaars to
-38-
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have a value for screening attacking
p’articss and to atop obssrvation 3 its full development ralang this line wa8 only being approached wb~n the war claacd.
White p3l,ospharus, because of the denseness and capacity of tha smoke, together with the ability
of the
phosphorus to burn in the open, wet or dry, makes it the most valuable of all substances for t;his purpose% It is used in hand and
rifle
grsnades, in sheUs of nwwly all cali&era,
from thw6 to six
inch and in bombs fired from trench mortars by gas troops,
Other
smoke materials
were used in candles weighing two to four pounds,
cr in large cylinder8 weighing up -La ninety or one hundred pounde.
These were various sulphur and ammonia compounds as well as an amStates
monia and titanium
chloride mixture invented in the United
to be carried in a so-called knapsack.
This knapsack gave promise
of being very effective.
These last materials
can of cour86 only
be used where it is desired to put up a screen close to ones own
trenches or at other points that men can TQ
In addition
to the above materials
certain chlorides,
as titetrachloride
were being proposed for artillery
tanium or silicon
shell 0 These appear excellent
but do not huve the continuing
quality
that burning phosphorus possesses I) Phosphorus being a solid is
broken up, when the shells burst into larger or smaller fragmenta,
depending on the amount of explosive used* This quality,
therefore,
is cxpable of considerable
control,
ho that the particles
may be
made to burn for t6n minutes to half an hour and thus keep up the
smoke screen,
There is really no limit to the use8 to which s’moke can be
put * It has been used to hide the approach of a gas cloud, to
8imulsta a gas cloud, and to mix with the gases thsmaelves.
It can
abe used to screen attacking
troops, to screen artillery,
and in
numberless other ways. This is a field in *which Yankee ingenlxity
should be exercised as it will maKe a great saving in lives and aid
tremendously in all defensive and offensive
tactics.
Smoke needs ta,
be studied in connection with the use af every other arm of the
inrhathsr it be infantry,
artillery,
tanks, gas- troops or
service,
aaroplanQs
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